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LESSON X IMPERIALISM 
Mmx investigated the productive relationship af 
c3 'Mist soctety in their origin, gmwth and deay. !& established the fact that capitalism is the high& 
&age of deve~op-t in co~lunodi~ pmiiuction ; tbat 
under it, labour p o w  has also b m e  a commodity ; 
that it mtinuea to develop in conformity with the 
basic principle of the law of d u e .  In the darts of the 
capitalists to gain greater p d t s ,  corn 'tion leads to tP constant technical i m p r o ~ t s ,  to e mnmntration 
of production and to the centdisation of the -pita1 of 
many 1- =pitalists in the hands of a few big capi- 
talists: this in tarn hastems the Y p n O f  
aoncmtra~on, Such mmmul&i011 .capital me.& the 
~ o f i h e i n d ~ ~ m n y , w o r s a s t h e p o s i -  
*11 of the, working c b ,  and lead3 to the abe01ute 
~ h o f t h e f ~ ~ ~ k m a  
These concentrated h p s d e  industrk, contpolled 
by a handful of the wealthkt c8pit&tsI bring into 
being the materid pxeqaisites for planned s d a M  
productionI while cm the other band they a h  a 
pmhg same of rwdt in the pmktaxht, which 
mob* its f m  in the corn of the shadily 
ing c las  s h g @  for the revdutionary o d w  of 
capitalism and the initiatim of the r e v o l u ~  
dictatodip of the proIetdat, with the object of 
" ,quidating " cbxs  and building the so&M 
order society. ~darr forecast thir %t,~aprnat in 
1867. 
" Along with the constantly d k b h b g  nwnbr of the 
magnates of c a p i d . .  . p w s  the -miw of mimy, 
o p p s i a n ,  slavery, depdabon, -01- ; bat with 
t h r s , t o o , g r o w t h e r e ~ , I t o f t h e ~ ~ ~ a ~ d w a  :' 
-g in n u m b  mi ~ ~ l i w d ,  uniw,.orgullxq g.
t h e v a y m e c h a n i s m o f t h e p r o c e s s o f c s ~ ~ t ~  
s 
POLITICAL ECONOMY 
itself. The mmoply of capital k m u i i  a fetker upon the 
modeof u&on, whichhas w and 
wied u n k  it. b n  of the means of 
pmktion and s o c h h t h  of la8oar at last reach a point 
where they become inco~pati'bb with their apitalht 
integument. This integument is M asunder. The lrnell 
of mpitalist m t e  Cp"p""y sounds. The -tors are expropriated." ( a*, Vol. i, Chap. Irxii, p. 837, Kerr 
Edith.) 
This dimvery of the historid n d Q  for the 
revolutionary hamition fPom capitalism to s d a l h  
. was made by Man and &gels before the appearance of 
the hrst volume of C(~@al. In the  Cmmmist Mmi- 
@to (~848) we m d  : , 
I' Above dl, the b u i g e e  prodm its own grave- -. Its decline and victory of the proletariat are 
e q d y  inevitable." 
Yet the -tion of the prohtarhn molution only 
bpi seventy years after the appearance of the 
Ctmmmid Mandfmfo in October 1917. The period 
dby the  revolutiomq activities of Marx and 
Engels was one in which capitdhm was still dw'elophg 
on the upgrade. It is true* of course, that the c l w  
anbpnims wiw bmlqpis 7% w e ~ e  homing more acute, yet, regadd a the , aapitdkm &lI 
had m&chLt 
as dying capitdim." 
A new epoch in eapdbkt dwehpent-the im- 
p e r h h t ~ a t t h e t a r n o f t h e c e n t a r y .  
Lain anal@ the prindpd s t q p  of the change as 
follows : 
x. r w  : the highest, final &age of the development of 
free cam tition : the bgjnnby of monopoly may 
just be L e d  
2. After the crisis of I@, a perid of wide development 
of cartels, still anusual and -tory : they consti- 
tute r transient pbommon. 
3. T h e ~ a t t h e e n d o f t h e n i n ~ t h m t u r y a n d t h e  
erisiir of rgoo-3. Cartels hmm me of the W c  
Marx, who died in r#3, and Fag&, who died in 
1895, not hmtigate this period of apikbm8s 
decline and of the prolebrim world d u t i m .  f t was 
f R n i n w h o ~ t h e ~ o f h ~ i n m .  Be 
was the most 0 2 1 ~ d i n g a n d . m o s t ~ t  ofthe 
* 
we tomto the shldyof 
mcentratiofl and monopoly. Bat cmcmtrah, b&g 
part of the &dopent of capitalim, tdm place m 
variwsguises,aSpartdthemacbinerJt~f~pit~ 
We have thdore next to consider the mechanism of 
"The dwninatian of 
-, in conditions copmdty productim a d  
pki*propeaty,*- 
F . . -polieB """""'
af a k c i a l  olipdy." 
(Lenin, 1-m.) 
The Financial Oligarchy is ~e small group In &arge 
of the banks, h m n c e  companie9, and the masses of 
liquid apital, held by them on bhaIf of the r-s. 
They baame merged with those c01ltdhg industry . 
and pduction. And they a h  qmd out to control 
the whole State. " A monoply, once it i formed, asd 
when it once c o n W  thouads of d k n s ,  petraw 
inwitably into wery part of public life." (Lenin.) 
?by spread, tm, owseas. Through the of 
capital they p~ovide the legal capitalist mechanirrm far 
exploitation of the ndlions of wmBers and provide the 
basis for Wurld-wide plunder. 
This point is n a t  considered, together with the 
questims of the struggle for the decision of the world 
between the diBmat Finance Oligarchy group 
The cffkt on the -9 class, the temporary 
bn'bbg of the " aristmmy,' the corruption of the 
SdaLDemm~Ieaders ,  exprHdin their imperialist 
p k y ,  is ran integral part of a study of W i s m .  
Thioughout we must b a r  in mind the four leading 
ecomomic *dstia of inqmahn . . 88 el3 
by-: 
x. Mmopoly haa grown up out of concentration of 
pductian at a v q  a d d  stqp oi the latter's 
-t* 
2 . M ~ b a v s i d t o t h e m ~ v e ~ o f t h e  
m o s t l m ~ t ~ ~ f r & f ~ m a t % n a l s  
forthecqlandhiadustry. 
' MY 
3. Momply has sprtlng from the hnb, whi* have 
a & i m d t h e " ~ a a i o n " o f ~ a n d  
oat d cdmid policy. I d n  
8 r e d  theheadsof 
ady3i.k s e e ~ a a o n ~ ~ f o r & d * )  
L*; 
I. FROM FREE COMPETITION TO MONOPOLY 
1. C Q ~ m T B A T r o N  OF CAPrrAL 
The hdammtd d e t e d d n g  characteristic of im- 
perialigm is the I h  of mw*. 
monopom capitaka C~pitalmt 
syndhtes, concam, h d s  and the like) do not eroesge 
by c h a m  nor throu& any whim of the apitabts. 
They are a neamdy commitant product of capitafist 
&v& t ;  dAsy a&a oord of c o m d Y & ~  01 
a c  
The 7 tuwataa the gathering together of 
~ ~ i n e v e r f a r g e r p l a n t s h a s q ~ a s t o a n d i n g  
dimemimu. Taking Gemany as an ins* we find 
thai out of every ~ , m  industrial plants in 1882, three 
m ~ p l a n t s , i n r & ) 5 ~ f n x ~ n i n s , a n d i n  
f ys teen. Again, of every I W  r-"" an 1.11dostry in x882 henty4x wor in largesde 
plants, in 1895 thirty-four, in r g g  forty4ghtl and in 
rpg  *-five. These ?- give evidence of the gmwdul -haon 0 the alldecisiw prodactim 
force of sockty4abonr 7. NevdbIess, this 
conoenhion of workas is more powerful because in 
h p s c d e  plants bboar is codderably more produc- 
tive. Gemany's camas of 1925 revealed that 80 
InBritahit~&tedthatthe"typical"sk 
of a cottonqhnbg firm more than d o d k l  between 
x884andrg11, hma&gfromag,oooto 60,msphdb. 
Inpig iqm it more than doubled betwem 1882 and rgr3 
and nearly bebled between x882 and xgw1 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a r ~ n o t a ~ ~ o a h D g t o & s  
x x 
12 POLITICAL ECONOMY 
Tn the U,S.A the proportion of wage earn- an- 
ployed by corporations mse from 70.6 to 86-6 between 
1914 and rgrg. Of busin- producing a vahm 
exceeding one million dollars the p r o p o ~  
asfouows: * mt. Per m k  k cant. 
of dl of of Net 
W w ~  Roducth. ProBaetion 
1904 25.6 38 .O 3 . 9  
1921 48.4 59.0 62.3 
This concentration thus offers the large-scale 
enormous advantages and makes for a state of e: 
which Lenin, working even on p w a r  evidence, aptly 
d e s c n i a s :  
" A few tens of thousands of big en- are every- 
thing: millioas of small ones are nothing." (Lmm, 
1-• P* 4.) 
The effect of the crisis has been, to intensify this 
p r m .  So great a degree of concentration at which 
a relatidy small nmber of largPscale enterprises 
dominate in pmcthly all branches of national 
e c o n o m y ~ t o  
" the conantration of production approaching very narly 
to monopIy. For some tens of enterprises can easjly act Jn 
concert, whilst on the other handI the di5dty of corn- * 
petitim and the tendency to monopoly arise precidy from 
the importance of enterphises." (XRnia, loc. cil., p. 5.) 
We see, then, that the concentration and centralisa- 
tion of wpitd ef3ected throagh capitalist competition 
leads capitalism to monopoly. In their h, these same 
monopolies acceIerate the pmcm of the mnoeatmtion 
and centralhation of capital to a still greater extent.1 
re kc^ and muddle of the capiialkk But for macaWtian raad 
compaoy-making m, W y  tha Railway, V I ,  I,C.L., 
ebc. Tbeseappearintlm- rs. 
'Xa a pmphIet by D~J . . and 
~ ~ t e r i n  BramtGh-, y ~ ~ ~ m T ~ - z z - ,  
Mud& rggr). &EM d : Ti  is ha k f d ~  t u ,
~ M * ~ ~ u * r r . ~ l r P O ~ ~ ~ ~  
--fir tm db m# i- Ciu kg- 
~ u ~ & ~ W Q a U i i s W ~ ~ "  @. 15). 
T d w p l n o t i * a . n d b w t b . t t b . F t -  
m d s m a U ~ m d m i d ~ ~ p t . n t a m ~ t o b o  "9%". """= "ys* sm&henJ& 
" a ~ w ~ t w t h  w w 
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2. CHIEF FORMS OF HONOPOLZST ORGANISATXON 
Before the growth of these combines and mompolies 
can be fully descrz'bed, however, we mnst turn to the 
technique, the achraa mechanical contrivance, through 
which big apital work, which was flung up to further 
the process of conmbtion. 
The main weapon evolved is that of the joint stock 
company. The idea of this is that, as the raking of 
capital to finance a 1arg.e plant is beyond the means of 
one capitalist, or maybe he doa  not want to put his own 
money into a concern into which he can fool others to 
go, numbers of other c$piUsts come in with their 
funds, in mtum for a share of the profits. Thus a 
company is formed of, say, &o,ooo. will be 
divided into 50,000 LI b r e s  (or shares of any denomi- 
nation or even of none, the dshares of no par 
value, which jnst repmat one Mtkth-thousand of 
whatever is going). An offer is made, through a bank, 
or through special institutions called " underwriters," 
to the capitalistd at farge who subsmibe their pound or 
whatever it may be. Their commitment, however, is 
limited, in the great majority of cases, to thp value of 
their inwtment : if the compmy goes b d m p t  no 
cds, beyond any unpaid rtion of their share, can 
come to them. After this, a shares are salable on the 
S t w k  Exchange, their price vasykg up and down 
according to the speculators' hopes of profit. (The 
" par " d u e  ia the nominal value ; in this $1; but 
it is often quoted in units of IW.) 
The shares are often divided into two main ate- 
gories : preference, which give a pmise  of a heti rate 
of dividend, and ordinary. which get a dividend accord- 
ing to the amount remaining to be divided. The latter 
have nominally a greater risk-and a greater chance. 
They also give the right to control the policy of the 
company1 to elect the directon, attend annual meetings 
and so on. Each share counts as one in the voting, so 
that big shareholders can exerck a proportionately 
larger mtroL There are many other aub-divisions of 
shares. 
There are also the bank 0- and debentures, 
wbichare~foraMmteofp~t,withmd 
terpowemof~urethanthepreferenceshare- 
f%m passebs. Nomhdy deben- have no right 
of mntrol d s s  their interest is in arrears. A d d @ ,  
often, the " Trustees" for the debenture h o I h  do 
have a ?ig say. A big overdraft, secured by debentures 
held by the bank, will, of murse, give virtual control of 
the policy to the bark Thus, our company with 
k$o,m ~51pitd makes a p f i t  of say, ~9,000, after 
paying rent, dhtot3 '  fees, etc., and it wiU p y  : 
On bank overdraft of L20,ooo at 7 per w t .  
On I)ebenhveS of ,@o,ooo at per cent. .. . Lxm 
On Preference aharea 0,000 at 6 per csnt. 2 $:E On O d b r y  Shares ~ao,m at 20 per cat. &,ooo 
L8,2m 
and carry the balance to reserve to pay out a later day. 
A further complication is that profits, or sometimes 
bogus d u e s ,  are issued as "bonus" h. In this 
methemmpyisswshares to theeEistingshare- 
holders new &ares in proportion to the amount they 
dready hold (50 per cent., IOO per cat. and so on). 
Alternatively when a company is reformed the 
propdy is valued at an e x d v e  @re, and the 
promotes make OB with the " plums." In both these 
cases, the capitalists then demand a " fair dividend " 
on the new shares : it disguises the rate of dividend they 
are receiving. Thus, in the exam b givm above, sup. L ~ t h e a 0 , m o r d i n a r y h  ~ " ~ 8 ~ "  
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by the h e  of a IOO per cent. h w ,  the real rate of 
dividend wonld be 40 per mt,, w if a company with 
property worth ~ 2 0 , 0 0 0  had been sold for & o , m  to a 
new set of s h a h ,  the the would be h e .  m 
is not of first-rate impartan- as it only afIects the 
verbal, nominal did0119 of surplus value, not its total 
amount. But even &is b an important agitationd point, 
as it is a very general pr&h and {as, e.g. in the emxs 
of cotton, railways, &&rid supply) gets bedded into 
theusual" order of thp" fmqitahn,  part of the 
~ o f p r o p e r t y c l a i m ~ f o r w h i c h ~ p ~ 8 n d  
compmtion irs demanded. 
The tmmedms growth of joint stock 00- can 
be seeh from the foll&ng hble : 
BrIbbh Psi&-TI -4 cupits 
;dm- 
1S8q 8** 475 
1900 ag*730 r,h3 
19'5 39,616 WJd 
19x3 60.754 2 4  
19x9 731% 3.083 
wf4 w*W~ 41356 
1929 108,698 5 , ~ ~  
1931 x = 4 a 5  5,515 
The. oqp&ation of the joint stock company has 
s p r d  oat over practidly the whole of production. It 
has opened the way to endless j o b m  and compth.  
?II two ways, e y ,  the joint stock principle 
aided the mation of characteristics of monopoly 
impiakrn. 
I. It gave immense faditim for a d @ m a h ,  
groupiug, ~ i r a I i s d c o a t d o v e r ~ o f  workera and 
producEive 2. It gives huge o p p o ~ t i e s  
for s p e c u l a K t h  the money of the rentin class 
(which lives on wmmd income}. 
Thecontrolof a ~ j o i a t s t o c k c o m ~ y h v e s t e d  
in the hands of one or two dbctors, who look after 
-&mnce and policy, the whole chicanery and -ling 
of modetnb~,andtheworharerunbyeitherone 
or tWO mma&m ~ n c t i o f l  m, co 1 
mana&,worbfmmm, &.). Thenthereisthemtmie 
o f f a r n i l y ~ , ~ ~ n e p h e n e p h e w s o f ~ " b j g  
man " and-&$ masses of the sharehok. 
~ ~ b E m 0 f ~ 0 l d e r s i n k ~ c o n c e r n s ~  
oftmproducedasanargunent0fthe"~it ion" 
of apital, and of iCs " democratic spread," leading to 
weak* of class antagonisma. The answer to such 
arguments is to be found in f i g u r ~  of the actual 
distn'bution of income to the capitalists and workem 
The rm#k capit- spread their -vest in 
packets in lots of companies, The eflect of this is that a 
small group mn, by a fairly smalI holding and using the 
mM ofiice to get " proxies," oontrofthe company. A 
@ p e r m t * ~ i s q u i t e e n ~  Actuallyin 
many (cg* the former Buckland group in South 
Wales) the proportion held was much lower. The joint 
stock company offers facjlitia for mobilisation of 
capitd, for the despotic owrhrdship of the biggest 
monopoly holders over enormous sums of invested 
capital belonging to dher people. By forming trust (or 
holding) companies to mntrol other corn* whole 
" pyramids " of control are built up. 
Even as frank a defender of capitalism as R o M  
k b m n  is w m p W  to admit : 
" h addition, the. .capitalists c01~trol big baaka and 
insurance eompanim, and with tke aid of the huge B ~ Q I U ~ ~  
o f c a p i t d w h i c h ~ h r t o ~ t h e y c m n e t o b e t b  
mastersovermtire~oftrsdeaad&themserve 
their int- with what is a commtively s a d  amount 
of their own capital md W o r e  with very Iittle risk to 
themdv~s, It is not tm much to say that by mnkinp 
suitable use of dl this machinerg m t e d  by pentday  
d t  and red* facilities (by d t  and assets sub- 
tntim*), thmugh -, -, oompdeg, ~ o e  
societh, clming-hows- and the like, it is n s E  made 
these men of b c e  to cmml tWD h 
"noant of eaptaI they 7t h e . "  (Cwkds d#d 
T d ,  httgart, 19% P. 95.1 
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or in the dummy " nominee " compank put up by the 
bda, the =pitalist public is not kt in. 
More @darly, great advantages a m e  to the 
founders and the wirepullers of joint stock companies 
out of what is called the promoter's profits. 
If we take the case of a company which has issued a 
thousand shams at L50 each and is thus # of a 
mpital of ~50,000, we fmd that, with the avecage rate 
of profit nrnnirrg to ro per cent., s profit of £5,- per 
annam is made. If we assume, further, that + of this 
profit is placed to meme capital or, as the case may be, 
is used to extend p h t  and equipment, this mans that 
in this way out of the total p d t s  only 44,000 falls due 
for distribution as profits, which would amoont to £4 
pershareor8pwcent. 
We are aware (sea h n  Six, p. as), that, as a nrle, 
the rate of interest is below the average rate of profit. 
Let us take it that in the present instance the average 
rate of interest amounts to $ cent. It is clear that if 6 the dipidend is higher than. average rate of interest 
whoever has a ca 'tal of £50 wiU prefer to become the 
owner of one of 8 ese shares arid to pocket a profit of 
£4 instead of putting the money into the bank and 
getting only Lz 10s. for it-if that. 
This difference between dividends and the rate of 
interest leads, however, to a steady advance in the 
demand for shares and consequentIy to an advance in 
its actual price over its nominal value (par). For a 
share one wodd really have to pay a good ded more, 
Even if its quoted price were to amount to L70 ros. it 
might be worth while buying, as the dividend of l 4  
would, wm then, still work out at 5.3 per cent. Only 
if the price of the shares concerned amounted to £80 
mnId the dividend of $4 amount to 5 per cent., which 
is to say that it W d  equal the average rate of interest 
-aswe have takenit tostandat, But wenin that case 
the demand for shares would not be bound to drop off, 
forassoonasthesharepTiae~ginstorktheshares 
will be eagerly bought up in qwctation p r h d y  of 
large profits consquat on the rise in their price on the 
stock market. 
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Now, who raps the benef~t of this diflwence Wweerz 
the nominal value of the share and its actual price as 
quoted on tbe market ? First and foremost, the 
promoters of the company, or it may be the banfdng 
parhership standing behind them pence the term 
'' promoters' profits "). They know before othm a n  
get to know how high the dividends are going to be. As 
a rule, too, newly issued sbares are not immediately put 
into circulation. The -which are always art- 
pmmoters of compaai-hold part of the &'- 
until the amount of the dividend is known. By selling 
them off later on they reap huge promoters4 profits 
inasmuch as the market d u e  of the shares is then 
far above their nominal d u e ,  And it is precisely the 
founders of these companies who determine for the time 
being the price of their shares. Not infrequentry it 
happens that dividends are given out as Mng much 
higher than they aftemards prove tipon being paid out. 
Often, too, enterprim worlmg at a loss are actualIy 
represent& as going concerns. There have even been 
cases of the kue of shases of undertdqp that simpiy 
did not exist at all. In a of such plundering of the 
pbbc the venal Press has its own special part to play. 
The pursuit of promoters' profifits is an important factor 
in the spread of the joint stock cornpanis. Examples of 
mmption in this spnhtion are too numerous to give. 
The " play- of the market " with all sorts of nunours, 
lies, etc., selling shares to companies under other names 
and so on have always been common. They are the 
basis of many failures. But the decline of capitalism 
makes this practice more general. 
As a very elastic form assumed by the cenhalhtion 
of capital the shamform of e a t e r p h  facilitates to an 
extraordinary degree the process of concentration and 
the formation of capitalist monopolies. By acquiring 
what is d e d  the " control packet," which is to say the 
acquisition of a decisive block of h, in a joint stock 
company, a bi i  undertalang is placed in the position of 
having at its dis@ other unddakiqp whose capitd 
may e x a d  its own many times over. This is how giant 
monopolia arise, cmcems to which dozens of trusts 
belong. 
WeIs m his time pointed out that with the WM- 
mation of large producing and tmqmrtbodiesmto joint 
stock companies, the supduousness of the bourgeoisie 
for the mampmnt of the modem forces of production 
is made plain for all to see. 
" AU the social functions of the capitalist are now per- 
formed by salaried e m p l v .  The c@alist has no further 
d function than that of dividends, tearing off 
coupon. and g a m w  m , where the 
difIerent mpitalistn one another of eir capitaL" 
( S & h  : U w  EIlrd S W $ c ,  p. 71.) 
The S o & l - m h  use this position of the a h t e e  
s h d o l d e y  to argue for the setting up of public corpora- 
tims, Take away the -pi- boss : or, as in the Lon- 
don P a w q a  Tmqmrt 13U, call him mother name : 
remove the dareholders but give them a claim on the 
pro& of the industrg by i m h g  State st*. White in 
this way pmblems which face the capitalists as 
a whoh m relation to mbmagmat and corruptiw 
in particnlar industrim, can be liquidated by State 
capitalism (e.g. the Post Offioe has always been in this 
cat- and is cited in Iabour Party Study Course Tlb 
So&Jisath of fdus&y as an ideal) ; in padice 
capitalist production and inequality remain. 
They give enormous facilities to the &ension of the 
idle, parasitic rich, Now they simply have a State 
glumtee for tbis p r u n k .  
Not d y  of coume do the parasites live by " coupon 
c I ipp ing"onthe~usva lue~u06dby  theworkers 
whom they have never sem, and provided to them by 
modpgcs, debt payments, -tiw pa~~ments and 
so on. They am at fhe same time indulge in orgies of 
+tion. The U.S.A. capitalists, with the ground 
d y  worked by the "biders," ran the price of 
sham to mhearddf heights in the rgq  bmn. At the 
sIight& provoc8tion they start agah SpecuIators' 
p d ~ a n a l s o b e r n a d e b y ~ ~ ~ t i c i p e r t h g a ~ e r ~  
zf= (,,Bulls"arespeculators who buy forarise, " thosewhosellforafd.) 
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3. SPREAD OF MONOPOLIES 
In every btanch of capitalist production monopolies 
hold sway. This applies not only to the internal position 
of tbe impriakt counhies but also to their relation 
with the colonial, peopk.~, lbua we h d  not only b t  
the m m s  of transport, prduction of iron and steel, 
supply of mitk or pro* of gr;oceries for the home 
market are becoming more and more rnonopdkd, but 
that the production of millions of workers and pasants 
in India and Africa comes through the cham& of the 
manopolistic marketing and plantation mmpanies. 
The various forms which monopolka talre vary. The 
earliest form wbicb k.gan to be apparent, even before 
the end of the nineteenth century,= was that of the cartel 
or price agreement or gentlemen's agreements by which 
d u s  independent firms h on a minimum price at 
which to sell their goods and possibly even arrange a 
quota, limitiq the production of each firm to a pat- 
ticnlar amount and make a pool out of which to com- 
pensrrte the h which were not producing so fully as 
others. This form of agcemmt is still extremely 
widqread. 
Accurdhg to the Commission on Trusts held at the 
end of the war theTe were then already at least 500 such 
agreements in British industry, and the Act under 
which the d-mines of Britauz are managed closely 
comspnds to this opmtim. However, this Is really 
d y  the h t  stage. 
The fmthw stap comes in the actual merging of 
separate kms. Thu a n  either be an amdgamation by 
w e n t  between various independent jjrms under 
which shares are exchanged, directorates are combined 
and so on : so, of course, it mn be the forcible bringing 
together of a lot of s d  firm into the $rip of me 
larger one, which threatens that if they do not come in 
on its own terms they will be bankrupted, This is 
generafly called the trust, or from the German the con- 
cern. It may Tink up k either vertically, i.e. from the 
l A  in many indaJtries cart& existed m&m nwrchant 
- p i c b ~ t  thh is not r a l m t  C tho p x ~ ~ ~ t  m.
raw material to the M e t 3  production and marketing 
organisation, or horizontally, i.e. a union of a large 
number of different firms all doing the same proaess. 
Examples of the ht in Britain are, far instance, 
Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds, which owns its own ore- 
and 4-mines, its iron and st& plant and engineering 
workshops; or again +e United Dairies, which in many 
cases m its own farms, its wholesale distriiuting 
and also its retail organhation. 
The i d e n c e  of the manopoly organisations of 
capital is not cmhed exclusively to individual 
M e s  of .national economy independently of each 
other. 
Under modern apihlism the d i f ~ e ,  the a d a t i o n  
of plants of diikmt brauches of industry into a single 
n n d e d h g ,  has undergone special development. This 
is, indeed, " a very important characteristic of capital- 
ism in its highest stage of development." (Lenin, p. 5.) 
" The ' combid . . . represents either the different 
stages in the working of a raw material (for example, the 
melting of iron ore, the making of steel, the manufacture of 
diffeFent st& article), or which are auxifiary to  we 
another (for e ~ ~ m p l e ,  the utihtim of waste, or of won- 
dary products, the manufacture of m g ,  etc.)." (-, 
I m p ' d i w ,  p. 5.) 
We have to deal here wi& * ' v d d n !  mergers as 
distinct from the monopoly orgadsations d e s a i i  
a h e ,  which amalgamate entwprises of the same kind 
(" horizontal " associations). S h h l y ,  we speak of 
g g m i x e d " a s d i s t i n c t f r o m " p u r e " ~ k i o g ~ t s .  
The sway of these monopolies has created a totally 
Wmt economic position in contrast to the days of 
free competition where the economy was one of 
disper%ed &ejbm~u~s tuhown to one another and 
producing for an unknown market. 
'*Concentration has arrived at such a point that it is 
becoming possible to make an approximate inventory of all 
sources of raw matwial (such as all the mineral deposits of a 
country, and even, as we shall sm, of several countries or of 
the whole world). Not only is such an inventmy made, but 
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the mnrm m sized by gigantic manopoM a l h c a . "  
-1 P. 14.1 
Examples of the second sort are the Bleachers' 
Asmiation, or the Coats sewing Cotton amakamation. 
Actually, however, the develt$ment of c a p i ~ ~  has 
made these distinctions rather unimportant. The main 
essential point about a concq  is that it b a great 
centre of =pitalist power over production. It is the 
unqualified dictator over its aHdhted enterprises, and 
while cartels and syndicates may fall apart with relative 
ease, the concerns constitute a vwy fum and m m o p  
W c  aasmbtion of capital w d & q  all the W t e d  
sections into a SingIe d e d  organhation. 
As J. P. Morgan once said: "You a o t  nn- 
suamble eggs " ; though in Gertain cases, under the 
stress of the crisis, the British bee oligarchy have had 
to break up the rather chaotic h u t s  which have been 
formed in the period of expansion, it was only to make 
them still larger and more logical monoplies, under the 
control of b d m g  interests (e.g. Vickefs}. 
The various techaid methods by which trusts are 
formed are numerous. One method is the complete 
exchange of shares and the formation of a new corn- 
p y  ; this twk place, for instance, in the case of the 
r Imperial Chemical Industries. Another is the inter- 
h k m g  of directorates, each director having a few shm 
in the various companies with which he is wwnected. 
(For instank, the Vickers orgaahtion under Dough 
Vickers, or the South WaIes Coal and Steel Combine 
d e r  Lord Rhondda.) In other cases a holding own- 
pany is formed which hoIds &am in a large number of 
subsidiary organhtiiws, I l i a  trast company is the 
origin of the word " trust " and was d by the 
h m h n  Standard Oil Company, 
The iinal and mod ddnite form of trust organisation 
is that set up at the instigation of the banks or the State 
which mpulsorily buys out d e r  companies and 
forca them into one big new company (for instance, the 
National Shipbuilding Corporation or the Lancashire 
Cotton Corporation, or the whole of the grid svstem of 
the National &&icity Bard). 
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The Rocsevelt C;ovemment has decked in its 
National Industrial Recovery Bill " to promote or@- 
sation of industry," that it is acting " for khe purpose of 
cooperative action among trade g m p , "  " to induce 
and maintain united action of labour and mamgment 
under adequate gowrmmtal sanction and super- 
vision." In actual fact these stateformed trash are 
based on the designs of the apiWts a d ,  too, tie 
down the workers still more rigornusly. In Britain, a 
paralIel drive is taking p b ,  for instance. in cod, iron 
and steel, oottm, agridture, @kchicity supply, etc. 
5. MONOmLY AND COMPETfTION 
It would be compIetdy wrong to believe that 
monopolies c?limi"xte competition altogether, thus 
doing away at the same time with the anarchy of 
capitalist production. 
Capitalism and commodity-production, whose most 
characteristic featsue is free competition, still remain the 
basis for the sway these monopolies exercise. Arising 
out of this basic fact there is a constant war of oom- 
petition going on between the mass of the small corn- 
m d t y  producers who still continue to exist and the 
big capitalist underkkhp; competition, again, b e  
tween the capitaiist undertakings in those branches of 
industry in which there is as yet no monopoly ; and 
competition, once more, between those new working 
plants which are constantly sprmghg up without 
belonging to any monopolist body, the outsider, both 
against one another and against the monopoly-holders. 
For the purpose of setting up, maintaining and 
extending their monopoly the rnoncpdsts are forced, 
howevexI to compete with the outsidem as w d  as 
a- thmsdvbs. A peculiar competitive Wle 
k waged inside the cartels for " quo-" Struggle is 
carried cm, further, between those & producing 
finished goods and those suppiying semi-hished goods ; 
again, between such monopolist bodies as produce the 
same commodity orbwhose various lines of production 
can replace one another in aertain ways (as, for example, 
electticity-gas-petroleum ; oil and cod ; synthetic 
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and natural oil, etc.); then, h a y ,  among the 
mnopoIy-holders for what they consider their due 
share of their different goods in the ordinary house 
holder's budget (the so-called competition waged to 
obtain the " consumer's dollar "1, and so on. 
Under the domination of £ree competition the division 
of sociaI labour among the Merent branches of 
apitalist production is effected by the out9ow of -pita1 
from those b d  in which the rate of profit is below 
the average into branches of industry yielding a higher 
rate of profit. The d t  is that the market price shows 
a tendency to be levelled out to the price of pmluction, 
i.e. to a price equal to the costs of production (" cost 
price'? plus average profit. (See h n  VI.) h 
this manner alI capitalists obtain a profit which fIw- 
hate8 m d  the avemge rate of profit, that is, they 
receive in accordance with the amount of th& capital a 
share in the total surplus value which is squ- out 
of the working class. The domination of monopolies 
leads, however, to the eistence side by side of different 
rates of profit. For owing to the fixing of monopoly 
prices tbe monopolies raise profits in the monopolised 
branches above the avemge, thereby lowering profits to 
below the average in the unmonopolised branches which 
are obliged to buy the manufactures of the former, as 
means of production. It is then made much more 
diBicult by the monopoh for any levelling out in the 
rate of p e t  to take place as the d t  of an outflow of 
capital to the monopolised branches. This inequaIity in 
the division of surplus value evokes, on the one hand, 
sharper competition between the capitalists in the 
monopoly and in the non-monopoly branches of 
industrg which compels the latter on their part to join 
together in order to resist any lowering of their profits, 
On the other hand, this circumstance leads to greater 
cumpetition inside the monopoly branches of produc- 
tion because capital foxes its way from the non- 
monopoly into the monopoly branches, Finally, it 
engenders a struggle in the non-monopoIy branches of 
production themelves in which the endeavour to place 
the rising cost of production on the consumer handiaps 
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the work of marketing the goods produced. Thereby 
the difference in the rate of profit obtained m the 
various branches of production as established by the 
d e  of the monopolies goes to sharpen the competitive 
struggle among the capitalists. Monopolies thus result 
in any deviation of prices from value or, it may be, of 
price of production and profits from the average rate of 
profit being still greater and lasting still longer. 
Monopolies are incapable of doing away with the 
foundations of capitdim and its essential feature- - 
free competition. In the upahot, then, the h d  method 
adopted by tbe monopoly-hold- in the matahlisation 
of their monophtic plans is that of employing direct 
coercion tuwards those who d not toe the he. Even 
if the laws of capitalist competition may be restricted in 
perrt by the e h t s  of such competition, they assert 
t h d v ~  through the sharpening of all the contradic- 
tions inherent in capitalism, through the crises which 
become increasingly Wcult and more protracted upon 
each fresh appearance. Regarded on the whole, then, 
we observe a bitter sharpening of competition all along. 
The road out from all their entanglements is sought for 
by the capitalists in new wars, 
" We an now dealing no longer with comptition between 
d and big industry, or between techidly developed 
and hckward en*=. We see here the monopolies 
throttling those whch do not submit to their yoke, to their 
dictation." (Lenin, Ina#ddisnr, p, 16.) 
This altered character of the competitive struggle is 
inseparably bound up with the qualitative changes 
which are the result of the transformation of the 
capitalism of the competition of small, unrelated units 
into monopoly competition. 
" The dominating position of big capital and amount of 
which it fan bring to bear-this is the mmt tgyl 
K t .  modern phase of capitalist development; a. 
what mast inevitably result, and does result, from the 
formation of all-powerful economic monopolies." (Lenin, 
I m p d i m ,  p. 17.) 
Them is also the competition which is d e d  on on a 
world-wide scale between the monopolist groups of the 
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various imperialist powers. In the case of a few com- 
modities a world monopoly or ':comer " is ocdonall 
set up by one group alone and bitter competition wi 2 
the other groups sets in either to secure a part of this 
(by war if necessary] or to provide substitute commodi- 
ties. In the case of other commodities po- groups 
will come to a truce to divide the world market and 
squash inconvenient outsiders and expIoit the primary 
producers (oil is a mse in point). But these b t m c e s  do 
not abolish competition ; they lift it to a higher sphere. 
Always we have the tremendous pressure of new areas 
being opened up, new explosions of productive force 
upsetting the relationships secured by the imperialist 
powers dominant at any moment, and as Lenin pointed 
wt : 
" F-ce capital and the trusts am q p w t i n g  instead 
of ~dhhkhihg the Uerences betw;een the rates of dweh 
ment of different parts in the world economy. When & 
alignment of fmws m m a e d ,  where, u d w  w#Wim, 
a the solntim of contradictions be found, if not in the 
m o r t t o w a r ?  ". . . Compafetheideasof Kautskyabwt'peacefur' 
ultra-imprhhm with this stern reality; with the vast 
diversity of economic and politid conditim, with the 
extreme disproportion of the rate of development of dif- 
ferent mmtrk, with the violent 
states. As for the international 
sees the embryo of ultra-irnpetialism, do they not provi 
us with an exam Ie of the mitim of the world and its 
r e p t i t i d  tge tmsitiw h r n  peaceful --at 
to  =-like &hg4ut, and vice versa ? " ( I w d i s m ,  
pp. 112-xg.) 
6. POSITION OF THE WORKTNG CUSS UNDER MONOPOLY 
CAPITALISM 
The rule of the mwopolies brings about no impme- 
rnent but rathes worsdng of the position of the work- 
ing class. F&g as they do to eliminate competition 
and, on the con*, making it still more acute and 
raking it to a bigher level, thee monapolies are vitally 
cmmmed in laving the burden of their growing diE- 
cultk to an m d g  extmt on the shoulders of the 
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working ciass and the labouring maws g a m d l y .  ney 
mtasify labour, 1-a working hours and lower 
w a g e d -  directIy or by raising prices on articles 
of mass ammption for the workers-whmby they 
advance the degree of their exploitatia This fiercer 
q d o i t a h  of the working class is fw&er M t a t e d  
by the rnoxzopolist Wes being able to regulate com- 
petition on the labour market, which they do by 
mdkg  it binding on their members not to go beyond 
certain rates of  wag^^, to support d ather during 
strikesI to maintain blacklegs and stool-pigeons, to keep 
" black lists" of d u t i m a r y  workers, to o r e  
Iock-outs, and so an. The d t  is that in the epoch of 
m q d y  capitalism red wages are &king w q h e r e  
in dl cs~pihkst cantries and there is a steady advance 
towards the absolute degradation of the working dass. 
Thus wages in Germany (Prussia s p d l y  con- 
sidad), feIl by ao pr cent, from xgoo to 19x2 (Tyda, 
We& a d  Cost of Livhq in Wcstmt Eur@s in bkb 
NiwtMHth C ~ M Y ) .  
During the first stage of the imperialist epoch the 
capitalists in the trading imperialist countries found it 
possible to rake wages for a section of the working class, 
the aristomcy of labour ; but ever since the turn of 
the centurg things have been going the other way. 
F i e s  were given in Lesson V. T3e tremendous drive 
against the workers nuder conditions of monopoly is 
hi, forinstance, in The Cotsditam o the Working 
C h s  ifi Bdais  by Hutt. The effect o monopoly is 
shown in another way by +up, which is applied 
by the " rationab&" ooncems. 
7. MONOWLY CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM 
Monopolies covering the vastly greater part of pr+ 
dudon m o t e  a higher stage in the socialisation of 
productive form within the framework of capitalism 
than was the - in the period of pre-monopolist 
capitalism. Ev-ng indicates that under monopoly 
capitalism the $rwq~dsifw of have m a w  in 
all their r i p e a s t h e  extraordinariIy far-mdthg con- 
centration of production, the m a n w e n t  of scores and 
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hundreds of gigantic works from one centre, the. due 
consideration paid to market conditions, the &amugh 
survey of all sources of raw material, the necessiw for 
and practicability of mgadiug production and guiding 
it on planned principles not d y  in a single plant but in. 
a whole complex of plants of difkmt branches of 
productiw. 
"Capitalism, in its i m p i d k t  phase, arrives at the 
threshold of the complete smklisam of production. To 
some extent it CBOS~S the apitabts, whether they like it or 
mt, to mter a new scial o d a ,  which mark the transition 
from h e  mmpetitim to the aociahatim of production." 
(M, Impmats'sm, pp. 1435.) 
Yet this does not signify that within the frame of 
monopoly apitalism the foundations of swhhm, the 
socialist productive relations themselves, already arise. 
The socialigation of the productive forces under mpitd- 
ism may go to  any length at all, yet the prductive 
&tiom still. remain mpitahtic. 
" Production becomes sodal, but appropriation remains 
private. The s o d  means of production remain the private 
property of a few. The framework of nominally free corn- 
*tion remains, and the yoke d a few monopolists on the 
rest of the population becomes a hundred times heavier, 
bmdmmme, and intoldle." (k, p, 15,) 
The development of mompolis and their close 
integration with .the state buteaucfacy was d e s c r i i  
by I d n  more vividly as 
" 'replating ~omicCl i f e '  in suchr mamm as to meate 
son for the workers (partly for the pasants) '""gi and a$ar dse for the bankers and capitalists." (Thr&iw 
c - w ,  p. 15.1 
In developing the mat& and W c a l  prerequisites 
of socialism monopoly capitahn at the same time driva 
to its extxwne what is the fundamental conhadiction in 
capitdim-that bebetvrreen the social character of hbow 
and -pitalist appropriation ; that is, it drives on the 
revolutionary proletariat as well, the force which mast 
sweep away the productive reIatiodps of ca ' t dh .  
Bnt the transition period lying between cBPitafsm and 
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socialism begins not in the period of the rule of the 
monopolist bourgeoisie but only at the moment when 
the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie is o v m t b m  a d  
the dictatorship of the proletariat set up. 
Monopoly capitdim marks the eve of the socialist 
rmohdicm, but certainly not the commencement of a 
" pea& mergence of mpitahm with socialism," as 
Social-Democratic rdsbnist  theory maintains. 
8. S~C~A~~DEMOCRATIC PUCIES ON QPGAWISED 
CAPJTALJSM 
As early as the md of the nineteenth century when the 
monopoly alliances ficst begam their triumphant man& 
the opportnnist wing of Sucial-Dm--Eduard 
Bernstein at its h-ed that the further con- 
cenbation of production might lead to a state of thing 
tinder which crises would be ovacome, Similarly, 
Bernstein made the e o n  that the p i t i o n  of the 
working class was improving with the dedopment of 
capitalism and that the class struggle was slackening. 
At the time Kautsky opposed Bemstein's views, doing 
so, however, inconsistently and in a conciliatory spirit. 
He maintained that mpita2ism1s frather development 
would lead to a moderation of crises and to an entidy 
relative impoverishment of the proletariat. 
ltenin made the point very clearIy* in his chapter on 
" Critique of I m ~ s m  " in ~ ~ m ' u Z i s m ,  that a petty 
bourgeois opposition was forming against the mder 
asrpects of imperkbn, &&ed by the " jingo " 
s K a u w ,  he pointed out, deserted 
M a t x h ,  because he did not fight this " opposition 
which is really reactionary in its economic basis." In 
fact, Kautw became practically identified with it. 
He argued that free competition without m y  sort of 
manopoly or im-t kip would be more profitable 
for capitalism ! But this argument, of coarse, is merely 
pious and h e t i c a l .  Monopoly and ~mpeslalwn . . 
have p w n  out of " h e  " capitalism, " which has," 
says Lain, " become impossible once it has given birth 
to monopoly." 
The Social Democratic theoreticians have now 
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h a m e  much more identified with praises of monoply 
and imperialism. For a fuIler discu&~. of this point, + see p next Lexion (XI). 
In his F i ~ a c s  Ca@taJ in 1910 Rudolf Kilfedhg 
depicted a " general carte1 " towards which capitdim 
was striving and with whose advent capitdim was to 
be transformed into a " ca ' t k  "minus commodity 
production and without J? e anarchy so pedar1g its 
owa and without competition, ie. into a " consciously 
regulated society in ' anbgonbtk ' form," (R. Hil- 
ferding, F imwe Cu#at, p. 295.) 
In investigating the sources of the mpItls profits 
obtained by the cartels Hilferdjng devoted his attention 
mainly to the drop in the profits s&ed by branches of 
production not ruled wer by cartels, as also to the 
decline in the incomes of tbe unproductive classes. He 
was most concerned to show that cartel prof~ts did not 
a & d y  arise out of the exploitation of the working 
b and the labouring masses (Ibid., pp. z8g and 292.) 
To do so, however, meant tucking away from view the 
acute sharpening of cIass antagonisms under monopolist 
rule. 
W-Democracy of M y  has adopted this theory 
as an official dogma of the Second International, the 
same theory of " organid mpitalism " 4 x 1  a disgukd 
form, it is tnrswhich had been announced as long ago 
as before the war in the chief work of its leader Hil- 
fm&ng. Yet it did so in face of the c o n ~ c t i o n s  of
capitalism which the crisis made mure glaring still. The 
sole difTer@nr;e bettReeP their prt?.smt assertions and 
what was then mid in F i m u  Capt'kf consists in the 
fact that tday  the theory of " orgdnised capibkm " 
is no longer dressed ap in the old revolutionary 
phraseology nor as a possibIe but still f a r 4  future 
state-instead as a state of capitaJism already coming 
into being which is being txaxzsfomed into s d a h m  by 
Social-Democracy with the aid of the bourgeois State. 
A case in point where we h d  this theory most openly 
and unashamedly advanmd is where the Social- 
Democratic theoretician Naphtali voices the view that 
" the era of s o d i m  has begun," or in the words of the 
Social Democrat Abed Braunthd, according to whom 
we " are h d y  in the transition stage to mothw 
economic system." (A. Braunthal, Th Prc.sm#iy 
Ecm-c SysW a d  i ts  Laws, Berlin, 1930, p. 23.) It k 
commonly found, too, in Britain, this argument, that by 
tightening the grip of the financiers really a step is taken 
t d s o c i ~ .  
It peed no longer cause any swprk, therefore, if 
SociaZ-Dem~~acy today rejects the general law of 
capitalist acamuhtim and steady degradation of the 
working c k s  discovered by ?dam taught that 
under mpitaIism labour power is a commodity which, 
like every other commdity, k ultimately determined by 
its vafne even if its p i c e  is, on the average, paid at below 
its true value, As against this axiom Rudolf H i l f m b g  
declared at the Elid Congress of his party in 1927 : 
" The rate of is determined by politics," and 
d e d  on the workers to vote for the Socialist Party uf 
Germany m order that it might raise wages through its 
activities in a bourgeois parliament. What was to 
happen we all h o w  now1 It led to the betrayal and to 
Fascism, 
That is how the Social-Democrab q m n d  the epoch 
of monopolist rule in their own and the bomgemieas 
interests as a period of transition. What the monopoly 
W t i o n s  do show is that capitalism is dying and 
that all the objective prerequisites are already there for 
the socialist revolution of the proletariat. The Social- 
Democrats take the opposite line of hwdwjnking the 
workers with tbe prospect uf a peaceful and humdous 
W t i m  to socialism on the bash of v t - d a y  
capitalism. 
Actdig ,  however, monopolist rule W e s ,  not any 
diminution of the anarchy prevailing in prod&, no 
steady advance in the state of general organisation, but 
the opposite : 
" ""P which has q from h e  competition, does not 've the latter oat of existence. but w - m s t s  wer 
it and with it, thus giving rise to a number of very xute and 
c o n w c t i ~ . "  pnh,  p. g+) 
do away with crisas is d y  a tale for the 
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dl nsed by b o q d s  economists who set out to 
justify caP;tdh at all mta On the contrary, w h  
monoply a p p m  in d n  branches of industry, it 
in- and intensifies the cham proper to capitalist 
production as a wW." (Ibid., p. 18.) 
The anarchy of modern production and its attendant 
crises will disappear only with the abolition of the 
capitalist method of production. The psesent crisis 
which began at the end of x928 started at a time when 
the monopoly organbtions in capitalist countriw 
wielded an m h d e d  sway in industry. Conditims 
under it contrast misetably with the steady develop 
ment, unattended by &es, of production in the one 
mun- of the dictatorship of the proletariat. There is 
histmy's e c t  as to the soundness of the M t  
theory of monopoly-capitalism as the prelude to the 
proletarian revolution. It is also the most telling proof 
of the apoIogist nature of the W-Demoaatic 
theorie of organised mpitalism. 
r, Why doas the commhtion of prodaction lead to -y? 
a. What are joint Btock cam-; what is their m g d b n m  in 
a e  pmcess af momplisation 2 
3. ~ y d o m o n o p o l i c a f s i l t o ~ t a ~ m a n d ~ f t  
*? 
J. W h s t ~ # 8 d f ~ o f m o n ~ m b a n t b s ~ o f ~  
wm+gelaSBarrdthslehthgmaaaesgandy? 
6. Why m momply -pi* the prelude to ths proletarian 
~ ~ i i c ' n  ? 
7. W h a t ~ ~ p h t ~ b e h I n d ~ ~ t i c ~  
of monopoly api* as o r p b d  =pi* ? 
fx. mANCR CAPITAL AND THE BWIZ OF THE FINANCE 
0r.1c;mcFIY 
The transformation of capitalism of the days of free 
competition into monopoly. capitalism Muen- all 
t 
v t s  of d o m i c  life and leads to very substantial 
chang~~  in all fields of capitalist m o m y .  Foremast of 
all these, dmqp are seen in the relations between 
industry and the banks. 
I. CHANGE M ROUZ OF TXE BANKS 
In the pericd of pmmopoly capitalism the banks 
acted the part principally of idmwdiah ; they con- 
centrated in their hands any moneys of the capitalists 
w&i& had been set free for the time being as w d  as the 
savings of other sections of the population, and with the 
aid of this money they lent money or overdrafts to 
production and h d e .  These credits were in the great 
majority of USES short-term v t s ,  whichmeans 
that connections between the banks and industry were 
not SO lmgthy, nor so strong, as they are t d a y  when 
the banks grant frvge and long-term credits. Corm+ 
ponding with the lesser degree of concentration in 
production, banking capital was as yet aIso weakly con- 
centrated. There were a multitude of banb between 
whom bitter competition raged. 
The process of the amcentration and building up of 
momplies took p h  among the banks as well. In 
bdchg, too, we have now to deal with powerlrtl 
mcmopafy b d e ~  Then a steady wnmtitm of indus- 
W and b d d q  capital into fi- m~krl k taking 
place. It is this process of the fommtion and emergence 
of h a m  capital which we prom to follow in its : gemeralfeatum* 
Various tendencies combined to bring about a steady 
mcentratiw of baaking. I m d m  needs ever more 
d t s ,  w y  long-tern d t s .  me organic corn- 
psition of capital becomes ever higher and the propw- 
tion of cwstant capital grows fast, making p t e r  calLs 
for " liquid ~~wlmmadation." Moreover the w. 
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development af indm by fits and starts, calls for 
bigge~resomesoll thepart of t h e m  
The war and post-war paid saw the joint stock banks 
enamdung more and more on the functions of other 
capitalists, e.g. bill brokers, foreign exchange, company 
promotm and so on. 
2. CONCENTRATION OF TBB BANKS 
In certain respects the concentration and centtrrlisa- 
tinn of the banks differ from that process as it occurs in 
industry. Bankers' wts depend primarily on the 
di&rence between the moneys obtained as interat (on 
the " assets " side of banlting as a business}, and what is 
paid out as interest (on the " liabitities " side of the 
busjnss), after deductingbusin~ expenses. As regards 
this a c e  itself, it is determined by the volume of 
busin- done, Interest in the case of the assets side of 
banking is naturally higher than on the liability side. 
The larger the " b d h g  capital," i.e. the sum totd of 
its own mumy and that of other people's obtained 
though the liabilitieg side of the business (deposits, 
etc.), the more extensive will be the asset business (the 
lending-out of money), whi& the hank can undertake. 
The banks are inclined, themfore, to increase their own 
capitalonlyinso far as such a step ensure3 it opportunities 
for making up its total capitd by means of other people's 
I 
money and drawing increased prdts out of the specula- 
tions in which it engages. The concentration of the I 
banks thus takes the shape, first and foremost, of an 
increase in the amount of outside money paid in as 
d@ts which it controls, as well as in the extension of 
its operations generally. Owing to the nature itself of 
baking operations the concentration of the banks can 
be dected much more speedily than any d o g o u s  
concentration in indusky. 
In the last forty years some of the most &king 
dewlopments in concentration of interests have ocrmrred 
in the banking world. Today the " Big Five " banks 
control nearIy go per cent. of the joint stmk banking 
capital in England and Wales. In 1890 there were xoq 
joint stock huh in England and Wales, h a w  2,203 
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branches and apital and reserves of L67.8 million. fn 
xg32, the number was reduced to 16 (two of whom ate 
subsidiaries of others in the group) with 10,178 branches 
and ; 6 1 ~ * 5  d o n  apitaJktion. The iigum are : 
- 
and 
Yew. Banlra. No. of -
bran& 
1~9 I* 9,203 
aE2. Tsl 368.7 
=goo 77 3.757 p.8  586.7 
19x0 45 511- 0.9 
81 -7 
720-7 






1% 8,873 134.8 I, 
1930 x6 10,082 14.3 1~976.8 
193r 16 10,178 ~ 3 4 . 5  I,&I-o 
r99 16 10~066 135.9 qo6q-3 
From Th E d ,  May 13th. IQJJ. 
In Scotland the number of joint stock banks fell from 
xo in 1890 (with 975 branches and 4x4 -8 million capital 
and resemes} to  8 in 1931 (with 1,663 branches aud 
h o e ?  million capital and mewm). Four of these 8 are 
wbsidiariies of the Big Five. 
Amcmgst English primte banks (some owned by the 
Bii Five) the position has hem : 
Ysar No. of Bauh. Capitd and -. 
MilUon J. 
1895 38 II .8 
19x3 8 3'6 
IF* 5 3 - 1  
1931 4 3.2 
I932 4 3.4 
The reduction is due to amalgamations with the 
joint stock bmh. 
The " Big Five " nm numerous subsidiaries amongst 
the other latge bank (joint stock and private) in the 
country. Lloyds owns Cox and Co. and the Bank of 
London and South h e r i a  ; The National Provhcid 
has pnrdmd Contts and Co. and Grindlay and Co. ; 
the WestmbtQ has the Wes-ter Foreign Bank 
- Ltd, etc. ; b d a y s  runs the Union Bank of Mm- 
1 &ester Ltd, etc. 
r-Bk Bm& d m.7 DirmbYafa CmM&?ts .-* q4-dimtm of the six l* British b m h  w*$ iatber dimtmates.1 The 38 directors of 
B~dkp Bdm hoId aoa other d b z t d p s  (inchding 
h &@ping, po in hance homes and inmsbmt 
tm&i and aq in insucance); the 25 weshhster 
d b b s  hold $11 other seats, inclnding 37 on foreigu 
@ bvemas banlLs and q In h c e  and i n d e n t  
anupah, The National Provincial's 21 have a 
mahate  Iga other wts (with x7 m hsurmce}, 
but the Midland's 9 hold no less than zgr (21 in 
t&W, 65 in h c e  and investment, a~ on British 
Bmbanddkm~~thonsesand a q i n h ,  coalaad 
sW]. Lloyds' 33 have 24.5 other directorates-16 
on fmeign b d ,  25 in finance and investmat con- 
cerns, 22 in insurance, 14 in iron, coal and steel, and 
9 in electric power. The 25 of the Bank of J3gW 
average 7 other h t o r a t a i  apiece (totalling 12 in 
iron* coal and steel, xx in shipping, aa in h c e  and 
hveshentl etc.). 
These banks exclude the very pow& "private" 
-the Rothddds, Morgans, etc. 
rt--&?' 
how far right La& wzm when be 
statedthat '>morel t h e l a s t d h t h e d e d o p  
mmt of the b m h  is monopoly." (Leah, p. 34.) 
What is true of &itah applies to other capitalist 
oountrh ; so a t ,  for example, in 19x3 more than half 
of all the capital of the forty bigget German banks was 
concentrated in eight giant banks, while in 1926 six out 
of seventeen of Germany's big banks controlled over p 
per cent. of the total bankkg apital. How hi@&ant 
the role of the small bads is in G m y  may be 
gleaned h t h e  fact that m early as b e f a  the war they 
accmmtedforonEg.xpercent .of the~semth 
banking capital. Since then the criilis hss d e d  the 
prrrcess Mer.' 
l T h e f n i a r ~ a t i a m b ~ o n ~ ~ ~ s ~ r g 3 a .  
C h a n g s s t a k c p h c a h t t h ~ d @ t i m . n h i c h i a l l m a r s  
~ W i t t l , b ~ ~  
p- of ~ b t i m i  in the U.S& han d p d k d -  
w to fhs survival into ths hvmnw 08ntnry of n m M -  &2? 
iarms of bd&g. Tlh mmla mpmats stndy. But W 
pnh, k. d., p. 22.) 
Wththeaidofahnetworltof-and 
a g a m d e s t h e b a n l t s c o m e t o ~ e n t i r Z m ~ I  
" c e n t d h g  all ca 'tat and all somcm d mvenne, trans- 
forming b d m d a  $4 economic en- into a 
natiodist ~~ unityr thm into an lntmlakhd 
capitalistantty." ( k h , l a c . & . , p . d . )  
T h i a ~ l d s t o  a ~ s h a g k h d n g o f  
the pcswer wiel&d by monopoly mpital whereh, aswe 
havesea, t h e b a s i c m t r a d i c h ~ o f ~ ~ ~ n o t  
rliminilshed but -dead mare acute. 
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~ t i 0 1 1 m o s t  frequently ddgnated as the oancern. 
The Kreuger concern, the A.E.G. (Electric) of o f y ,  
and others may be regarded as cases in point. But the 
most gkingexample of how far the merging of baking 
with industrid capital has gone under the inf lu- exer- 
cised by the monopolistic t rambmt ion af ca ital is 
fumkhed by the ~merican ccmcsm. mn by ~ & d e r  
and M o r g m  
E m  prim to the ImperhM War, Morgan, a c c d b g  
to Robert fiehnads caldatim, was in conk01 of the 
mw1stmus capital of $zz,zgo,m,m, i.e. near1 y one- 
of the n a M  wealth of the U.S.A. During the 
war the power of the Morgan group waxed still ~ t e r  
until the capital it ~sntroIled reached the vast sum of 
~o,ocqm,ooo, of which ~,ooo,m,mo were invesfed 
in the hila, 
In these Qura one has evidence of the way -0- 
polistic bd&g and industrial capital mutually inter- 
link 
The process bringing abut tbe concentration of 
bankhg and m d W  -pita1 is further obsemabfe in 
the fact that the b-t monopoly organisations and 
the big banks exchange repxntative with each other. 
Trusts delegate their directors to sit on the controlhg 
bodies of the banks, the latter, in their turn, sending 
their representatiw to attend nimilar meetings of the 
e q I r i 6 t  bodies of the trusts aqd like organhatiom. 
4. FINANCE CAPITAL AND FINANCIAL OWGARCm 
F m n  dksfdm of ban&* wifk ddmh'd t k e  
M g &  fmm& trtppfd. 
W e  see, then, that by its very nature hame capital 
is most closely bound up, indeed, with apihhmds 
monopolistic character. It was only on m&ng that 
high d ~ e e  in the concentration and centdhation of 
production which gave rise to monopolies that the 
formation of finanae wpital could be *ted It is for 
this-Leninmites: 
" The concentration of industry : the monopoly arising 
thenfrom : the fusion of banking and industry : these are 
the steps in the rise of hame capital and the notion con- 
taiaed m the term." (Lenin, &. &., p. 43.) 
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The rise of h m c e  capital brings us to the overlord- 
ship of the -oligarchy* a small handful of 
h d e r s ,  which is master over a h a  milions sbong 
of wage-slaves and the productive f o m  of society and 
holds the govunments of the foremost capitdist 
countries in immediate dependence. Tkg rslb of f i t s lc~cc  
c@bJ-tAb ufibvudd PIS@& of th4 fiflawt'ai o l i g ~ c h y ,  
as, for instance, tAs a b s W  h p 0 6 i c  #OWBT of fkB Morgans 
a d  RmLf&rs+--Os rn ismi&& c c w e s q u m a  of t b  
t w o t a @ o M c  Erumfd*m of ca$u%Z. 
The h c e  oligarchy is the dominant group in 
monopolist society. It umsists of the leaders of the big 
banks and monopoh. The @up is not auct and 
; its centre is firm though peopIe drift in and 
out of its ckuderwlce.  It has a practidy compIete 
d h w  of the State. In some counkh,  e.g. where 
strong landlord elements prev;ul, its dominance is not 
complete. In Britain, where an dd-rooted quasi-feudal 
governing class remain, the two elemmts fuse. The 
powerfnl h u e r  is entered into " Society," received 
in the Royal Ehclosure at Ascot. 
The recently d idged  b r i h  to politicians, the inter- 
U between the mcmey market and the Tmamry and 
so on are part of the machinery of control. They, or 
their rep-tatives, sit in the House of Lords and 
Commons and Senate and Cmqpa. Prominent Civil 
Servants pass from the State to  the fmancial apparatus1 
etc. The b a h m  inside the h a  olipmhy differs in 
t countries. 
The h c e  oligaxhy is therefom d i s t h t  fmn the 
State apparatus, but it largely controls it. It is distinct 
from the idle parasitical &mat. It is distinct from the 
industrial capihhts, who still remain m nomiaal charge 
of sections of pduction. It is also, in a degree, separate 
from the pure hand interests* stock exchange, 
company promoters, foreign bankem, etc. But by its 
control of the rnmopolieg, of the enormous banking and 
insurance m m c a ,  of the big overseas companies, it 
can dominate and awtml the whole economy. It is the 
&'w element in impriahm. Its ntmbers are even 
fewer than the 8,000 ( og of the income & payers) who, 
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in Britain, receive over Lro,ooo a year, with sn average 
income of &zz,ooo. The Morgan interests in U.S.A, 
control about one-fourth of the corporate 4 t h  of that 
corntry. This power " is concentrated in I@ persons in 
the Morgan combination who hold more than 2,450 
interloclang d h c t d p s  in mpmations." 
The ddoping crisis, which laps away many of the 
subterfuges of bourgeois -tic controls, brings the 
hawe oligarchy more m y  into dictatorship. It 
~ t e s  through the Staten to enforce more drastic 
rationabtion (e.g. the British dectricity supply, rail- 
ways, road maport, cad and iron and steel, agricul- 
tural products ; the U.S.A. National Industry Re- 
cover~r and Farm R&ef BilIs, etc.). 
The machinery through which the h c e  oQimhy 
works has been developed from the organbtiofl af 
a.pitaIism. The names am the same as of, say, 
Bagehot's L&d S M  learnt hfty years ago, but the 
purpcwes it are quite Merent. There is a wst 
superstructure mated to deal with the distribution of 
surplus value among the parasites, including, of course, 
the sbggle between one p u p  and another. 
In Britain the cenh  of the o r e t i o n  is the Bank 
of England This Bank corresponds to &e Central 
Bstlks of other i m p k l h t  p w m  It w o r b  very 
d d y  with the Treasnry, the Govmmmt Depart- 
ment which deals with fmme. The Bank of England 
andtheTreasurymanagebetweenthwnthevolumeoi 
money, notes and credit, issued. The B a d  holds the 
gold supply. The Bank mtmb credit by its manipula- 
tion of the stock exchange (" open market operations ") 
and by its intenst p o w ,  because the pice of credit 
money is determined by it. Also it can dictate m y  to
the lesser breeds of the h i d y  by its -. 
l&dmg the Central Bank are the Joint Stock Banks. 
In B r i e  five of these dominate, though there are 
several others which are also " members of the clearing 
house " (i.e. act as joint stock brokers). The phrase 
" joint stock " simply means that they are limited corn- 
paniea. These banb in Britain have a network of 




of th= branches, bnt they are rather the secondary 
ranksinthehiemchy. Thesameremarkappliesto 
most of the st& exchange operato-he buyers and 
sellers of Government and company s t d a  and shares 
(i.e. symbols of the right to swrplw value). Some, how- 
ever, of the big brokers are h q m b t  but the steady 
drives of the banks, inv&ment houses, insarance com- 
@esandsoanhas dmhhhed * the role of the " pure " 
stockbroker, 
The humce cmpmiehl a h  play a big part, with 
their huge re8owcai. The investment trusts also con- 
centrrate in the hands of their dbztorates further big 
lwouces. 
Taking d y  shms quoted on the Stock Exchange, 
totding £18,371 million, " institutional h s  " of this 
nature control Ex,7oo million. Natwdy their interests 
are wnoentratd in certain directions. Banks have an 
investment of l750 million, building societies (75 per 
cent. of whm money is invested in property) gz5 
million1 two-thixds of the Lx,ooo million held by Life 
Ammum companies is on the Stock Exchange, and the 
fnvestmw1t Trusts have £300 d o n .  
The building societies had total nmmes of h6g 
millian in 193. =yam mmpnies control &g8 
million, Three per mt. of the svck ib  do nearly two- 
thirds of the total busbas. The ten largest hold 52 
per cent. of the assets* while the two largest together 
hold ay+ per cat .  of the whole. 
The directors of these in&ent trdsts, insurance 
corn+ and bailding societies, who manipdate 
enormous resomes, also rank in the inner circles. 
Finally, & of the heads of the big monopolies 
shoyId be included. Often, of umrse, these men are 
-ted on b a h  as d Sir JW Stamp, for 
instance, head of the L.M.S. Railway, is atso m the 
Bank of England. 
The h c e  oligarchy in Britain h h  up wi th  the 
Xaadtardand"0W"'dngclasselemwlts. Thwe 
are also certain big rentiexs who may take no d v e  
part in directing the monopolies but nevertheless have 
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a large jn%uence : they are the big rqmsmtativeg of 
-tic interests, gUCh men as the htmI Derbys, 
Euennam, and so on. 
The group which make np the finance oligamhy 
handle dire&y the resourmi of modem imperhbm. 
5. TH8 ILLUSION 08 STATe CONTROL 
The fume ol igad~ y, the pIutomcy, k e y  on fusing 
more and more with the d e r y  of State by allmt- 
h g  well-paid s h a r e s  to State ohids  on their aontrol 
committees. Even fhe mo& " demaratic " political 
, r e g i r n e o f ~ ~ s d e l y ~ t ~ t  thissub 
jugathmof~wboleofpubklifetothedomhathof 
t b a p t a t ~ ( t h e * o f t h e ~ h g s ) .  wee&ft  
doesnotseektoduso,fmtheraleofthebmrgeoisieis 
t h e d i c ~ t o r s h i p o f ~  WbidhhwhyaIIthatcame 
of the demand made by the H e h h q  progmnme of 
the German ~-~ for the initiation of 
" conW by the n a t k  omr capitalist cartels, trusts and 
like intens&," the control t o  be exercised by the ''m of political pawn" in the "dwmcmtic 
repubh m -tion, became m working p d h  a 
mere welding together of the W-Dem-s mm 
at the top wlth the v t a h  ofthe capitallst 
rnmwpok they were to have amtrolled Stidehm, for 
h h c e I  formex Minister of Finance in the Rwsh  
GoverPment which by the agreement of Januq aznd, 
~ g z a , m a d e a v e r ~ w o r t h o f v a h a b k s i n  meway 
andamtheatotheHohemdem,happstobeaathe 
d t t m  of six m t  j oint-stack companies. G h v  
BauerI fanner -I was hhmmof the con- 
cummitteeofthehnofMarxandSimoas. Oncespeaker 
d the h i d m  Pdament, Leh& obtained the. post 
ofchairrmYlofaaimflnrkindof d t t e e a s m m d f o r  
the d e  to a cerhin big cc#zcern of the Port of Berlin 
warh l ? & z E b w t , ~ o f t h e ~ ~ d e n t o f ~  
republic, was private m t w y  to the same Barmat 
whom E m  Senior so readily assisted in getting his 
capital amom the border and oat of Gemmy, Hd- 
mann, M - m m m a t  XP., was member of cuatrol 
9 n d ~ d t t e s i n s i x ~ o f t X s e  
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Barmat concern, Case after m e  like these coald be 
given without numbered  not onIy in Germany. 
In Britain prominat Treasury OffrciaIs pass to the 
d c e  of the banks. Mimisters of the Crown relinquish 
City jobs while they " M e r  the a f k h  of the 
capitalists as a whole " in Whitehall, then pass back 
again to lucrative jobs. The cmmpt ~uences brought 
to beax were hinted at by Mr. Shinwell, late Minister of 
Mines in the Labour Govanmeat, referring to this very 
proposal to " control" capital, at the Leicester Con- 
ference of the Labour Party. 
T h e h ~ ~ n a t n r e o f t h ~ p r o p o d S t ~ p I & c e t h e  
hh under State umtml lies in this; the fact is 
dwags mwt caddly camudagd that it is precisdy 
under m o n o p o ~  mpitahn that a steadily strengthen- 
ing interlinging of hance apitaI with the State 
appwatus is talriag pface with the monopoly organisa- 
tims making ever m t e r  use of the State to serve their 
own iat-. 
The capitalist State is an inshment of the &a rule 
of the bourgeoisie. Just as h c e  capital leads to the 
finance oligarchy through the fusing of bmkbg with 
industrial capital, so, loo, h bAB wlb of fi-cs 
kad to tk waldiwg tog& of this finma ojdgarcky m'bk 
the d i w y  of #e St&. It is a matter of complete 
indifference whether the bourgeois State concerned is 
" democratic " or not, 
The demand for control of capitalism's monopoly 
 ti^ by the capitalist State of the present day 
amounts ultimately to allowing the sharks of h c e  
mpital to do what they like unhampered in any way. 
AII such demands are therefore the sheerest humbug, a 
red-heming marmayre, on the part of bourgeois poli- 
tichs. 
Howwer highly developed and extended the credit 
system may be under monopoly capitalism, m itself and 
taken by itself, it is not yet socialist -tion. It is 
dely  an " o r m c  " prtwq~+ of socialism maturing 
within momply wpitalism. The banks wiU became a 
m a s  for the s d a W  orpisation of production d y  
when they are wrested from the capitalists, that is, 
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d y  once they p a s  into the hands of the proletarian 
State. Natlodhtion done of the banks is not enough 
in this case; it is essential that the workers' State 
&odd also natianalise the means of production. 
" Fhdly, there is no doubt that the credit system will 
stme as powerfuI i . c v ~  durjng the transition from the 
capitaIist made of pduction to the d e  of * d d i m  
introduced by assodated labour, though only as an element, 
however, in combination with other p t  organic revolu- 
tions in fbe mode of production." (Ca@uZ, Vol. iii, Part a. 
PP. 14B-aga). 
QUXSTIONS 
r. What changt in tlm d o  of tha banks arks  out af monopoly d t  7
a . W h  andhowdo"- ' " be- industry and the 
b& horn the d - y p l a y e d  by the la* ? 
3.whatiesrraPcseepatal? 
4. HOW ia tbe d the -y d m ;  what forms 
doesit*? 
5. Whpms~~lltrolbytbsbwr 
as dsmandad by ths >=gP"* Y-- 
111. EXPQRT OF CAPrrAL 
The raIe of the monopolies, which inevitably resuEt 
fmm the conmttsttion of capital and the merging of 
baalting with induskid mpitd to form finance capital, 
which follows d d h g l y  in the wake of monoply 
capitalism, lead, in thm turn, to altered relations 
between the differtat capitakt mtmtries. Whife these 
relationship prior to the epoch of monopoly capitalism 
were mainly determined by the export of goods, in the 
period of monopoly capitalism itself they are inma+ 
ingly e m w e d  in the export of capital. 
I, EXPORT OF CAPITAL BEFORE THE WAR 
In exporting g d s  the surplus value is m t e d  in the 
q m t h g  country. The surplus value is realised, 
transformed into money, exclusively in the country to 
which the commodity is exported. In exporting capital 
(in the form of money or of the means of production), 
the surplus value must first be mated in the country 
importing this capital and then (in the form of inter& 
and profits), be made to  ftow back to the couptry 
expo- the capital. Capital exports signify the mmt- 
m a t  of capital in a foreign wuntry. It is plain that 
capital exports produce ecwornic o o n n ~ o n s  between 
countries quite different from t h e  arising out of the 
expod of goods* 
h the days of pr+rnonopoly capitalism also capital 
used to be exported to backward countries. The induce- 
ment for such export was found in the higher rate of 
profit obtainable in a backwad country. (where capital 
is of a lower organic composition, where there is cheap 
kbour, very oftm slave labour, etc.), yet the export of 
mpital acquired no outstanding importance ; and it was 
only at the end of the nineteenth, and more especially at 
the bepnhg  of the twetltieth, mtury that we witnfsa 





Capital i n y d  a b m d  ( d k d s  of fmms) 
Year Btihh F w m  Germany 
x862 ... ... 3-6 - 
T - - -  *. . I S  I z ... ... ga 
1893 ... 
Igm ... ... g 27-37 12.5 . 
XgY4 ... ... 75-100 60 44 w-, P. 63.) 'i 
From these it is to be seen that the export of G 
capital had already be- to monnt at the end of the 4 
dmtealth centmy, *.&a of word md&Hg $a+ 
krb ab bghnw of bmh'dh mbpcy, i.#. w?m 
tk c@dWst mm@&s bud a & d  fiaramrt dm& 
d i m .  It is a h  to be sem that befwe the xgq-18 
war Eritain held first place among the mmtries export- 
ing capital and France second place. German, impid -  
ism began to  m t e  relatively late in this poIicy of 
wholesale robbery on an international scale, though it 
caught up with its rivals remarkably soon and was able 
ap to the war to invest abroad the enormous sum of 
# # o o o , ~  *a. 
The United States is not given m the above bble. 
B e f a r e t h e ~ s h e w g ~ o f n o ~ ~ i m p o r t a x l c e a s a n  
mpmtm of capital. 
2. ExwRT OF CAPITAL APTER T&E WAR 
The -Id war did not dimhi& but enhanced the 
Pole of -pita1 , thou& it did h i  sim-y 
to a tadrd change in the share barne by individual 
-pit& countries in the world's capital exports. 
To begin with, Gemmy, held do- as she was by the 
system imp&& by tlw V d e s  Treaty, was tAanged 
from a c a p i t a l - a p d q  to a capital-iqmdng cornby. 
France sacceeded, in the main, in retaining her old 
pitimu, mdeed, ma in errtending them; but 
Britain ware made to feel the weight of the Unite$ States, 
which now appears as the dcmhmt force on the inter- 
naticwal capital market m the y t  period of 
capitabt dedcpment. 
It is in the U.S.A. of all countries that we ohme o 
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m & l y  rapid and steady rise in .the export of 
capital after the war, Thus in 1923 $267,oo0,000 were 
exported from the U.SA ; in 1924 $gg78000,m ; in 
1925 $1,o86,ooo,m ; in 1926 $x,145,ooo,m ; and in 
1927 $1~567 ,~ ,000 .  
" The pssibility of the export of capital is created 3 the 
entry of numerous backward ooantrieg into internatmal 
apitdjst life : the most important railway l i n s  are either , 
b d t  or being hilt there : the elementary condition$ for 
indnstrial devel t are in ~ ~ c u ,  etc. The d t y  
to wrport capi a- comes h the ' wer-devel rt' " a p i h l h i n  cemincomtries w h  (withagri tarehdc- 
ward and the ma~ses impoveished), ' profitable ' invest- 
mmb are --." (Lenin. pp. kt, 63.) 
" Intheoldtypeof capitalism. that offmeoompetitim, 
the export of gooSs was the most typical feature. In the 
m d m  kind, the capitalism of monopolies, the e x p t  of 
m $ U ,  bemmes the Qpkal feature." (Lenin, p. 61.) 
3. IMPERIALIST EXPLO!TATION 
The export of capital is effected through State and 
municipal loans, loans for the hying of railways, 
though the organising of joint4ock companies in 
backwad countries, etc. As a d e ;  intenst and divi- 
dends are higher for foreign bans and other opmatiom 
involving the inyestmatt of apital abroad than is the 
case for home inv&ments, T h g  France as an 
example, we hi that this difference In interest on loerns 
amounted to  1*12 per cent. in Igro; to 1425 per cent. 
in Britain before the war ; to I -77 per cent. in the U.S.A. 
in 1924. 
Capital exports create not d y  an outi3ow channel for 
the " auperhous " capital of the advanced countries, 
but in additiw new markets as well for the commodities 
produced in these countxies. This is especially true of 
the railways, whose share in this expoted capital is 
very high. 
As a g a d  rule, capitatexporting countries obtain 
most-favoured nation privileges in the export of go& 
as weIL In making use of @is advantage open corn@- 
tion on the world market is replaced by the " arrange- 
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C 1 m a t s  ' * of hnsnce capital maintained more particularly by the ooIonM banks and their branchis which show no 
compunction in employing violence, h u d  or extortions 
in cmducting their operations. Finance capital thus 
extends its hold @I over &e world, certain backward 
7 corn- sinking into complete dependence upon the 
h d t o r  S t a t e t h i s  being true even of mch formally 
indepmdent countries as Turkey, P d I  and China. 
Even where no special qpements exist, the world is 
M y  *' mtioned  " into *hem of iduence 
appmtimed to the various groups of hame capital in 
the foremost developed cam&k. 
"The export of ca 'tal in the -trim where it is 
introduced has s great &a ence on -pitalist development, 
which it m y  d a a t e s . * *  (bin, p. Q.) 
Yet hmoe @tal is mutantly endeavouring to 
I in&lence this development in such a mnnner that its 
markets for the purchase of raw materials d the sale 
ofiisuwncr>mmoditiearestillmadecertainofin the I 4 countries whieb remain supplim of raw stufls 
and buyers of induskid @ This is secured by seeing 
to it that the capital exported to thae backward 
counhk is not invmted chiefly in the production of the 
means of production, but primarily in branches of 
industry fwnkbg  fuels and mw materials, and to a 
~ ~ i a t h e l i g h t i n d ~ a s w d l w h i c h  
~ u c ~ p r t i d e s o f m a s e ~ p t i i o n .  -. & laaqg as impridbm exists, any i n w e n t  
dewlopmat of the production of the mans of cduc- 
tion in the colonies and baeLarard countries is XM, 
these ooantries being left to act the part of agrarian 
adjunct to thecapi ta l~gcoantr ies .  In their case 
only c a p k l h ' s  downfall can & free 
dewhpment. It is for this reason that the 
Dammatss amht£ans as to the " decoI&tim " of 
to direct repudhtia of the struggle against the 
impdaht Stah  expIoithg these c o t l ~ l t z k  
I I 
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IV. DMSION OF TME .WORLD BY INTER- 
NATIONAL MONOPOLIES 
Evqthhg-the monopolk arising out of the con- 
centration of capital, the formati011 of finance capital on . 
the foundation thus &abliShed, and the resultant pre- 
ponderance of capital a q d s  over the export of corn- 
moditi-inevitably leads to s-le hehem the 
giant monopolits for the dividing up of markets, 
sowas of mw materialil, and m e s  for the inv&ment 
of capital, i,e. to  a strqgle for the dividing up of the 
world among the capitakt monopoli~. 
The big m o n o p o ~  of fmance capitalism wage bitter 
struggIe among t h m  At a certah stage in this 
struggle the primarg d t i o n s  are created for hm- 
#oragr settlements, for the formation of international 
monopoly aUiancm ddgned to dominate the atire 
wmId market and divide it np into spheres of influence 
among the parties to h settlements 
I. INTBRHATIONAL CARTELS 
Owing primarily to the manner in which the dgures 
are kept secret, it is not hm exactly what the 
ntlxabers are of the par &els nor of the inter- 
national && of to-day. Following Lihmm's'  
estimates, there were abut forty h t ~ ~  &els 
in 18gl in which Gemany had tame ahare. By xgro 
their number had already rim to m e  hundred. Harms 
speaks of I* intmtional W e s ,  of which a6 were in 
mining and smeIting, xg in chembh, 18 in .transport, 
15 in textiles, 7 in ppennddng, and in the electric 
trades. Reichert &bates the number of international 
bodies of this nature at some hundreds. After the break- 
up of most of the international monopoly azsocktiom 
during the World War they again began to crop up at 
the end of the war, h d  vay rapidly, and at the 
begbhg  bf 1930 had once more W e d  the of at 
least two hundred, according to the cddations of 
Tschierscbky, an expert on the cartel movement. 
As an illustration of this process we may consider the 
agement between two intematianal trusts m the 
electric industry-the Gmmal Electric Company 
(G.E.C.) of the United Stata and the G e n d  Electric 
(AIlgemeine EMcWita- or A.E.G.) of 
Germany which was signed in ~ g g  (for details see 
Leain, p. 68 d sq.). In that agreement the two com- 
panies pledged themselves to drop the policy of com- 
peting against each other which they wen? then pur- 
suing, to  which end they divided the world between 
them. The G.E.C. was dotted the United States and 
Canada, the A.E.G. all Europe (excepting Britain), 
Turkey, and R d  in M a  Maico, Central and South 
America, and Britain were regded as "neutral 
mes " in which free competition was allowed. The 
companies mcludhg this v e n t  tmdwtoolr to 
exchange patents and inventions. This mutual arrange- 
ment was upset by the war. After the war it was 
mewed on a smaller sale in conformity with the 
altered relations of the strength of the agreeing sides. In 
IW an apemat was w e d  which was to have held 
good k r  twentg EY but was dbmhd by a new one ia Augnat I-. htta agreemeot pmided for the 
A m d m  concern b h g  granted h d  control over 
the German mcetp, competition on aU foreign markets 
being put a stop to this tune. 
As another example of an international monopoly 
we may take the Kreqer Tmst, the Swedish-Anglo. 
American match combine wbich can be r q d e d  as an 
intmatiunal trnst from the day it subjected the match 
industry in Japan, its chief competitor, to its control in 
1p7. In Germany (whose entire match industry was 
i h w k  made mbordinate to the M), it was muxsa- 
fd in getting the Reid&ag (Parliament) to p a  a law, 
in May X927, which prohibited the e g o f  new match 
fact& and m y  expansion of production m the old. 
At the end of October 1929 the trust reached an afiange 
ment with Rudolf Hlferdhg ,  as Social-Democrat 
W e r  of Finance, which provided for the intraduction 
of a match monopdy through the formatim of a single 
syndicate with powem of compulsion, an embargo on 
the import of matches and an advance in price of m per 
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cmt. (- zfr to 3 piem@ per box). In exchange for 
this service the trust p t e d  the German Gommment 
a suitable loan. Similar ammgments were made with 
nmmous other couutrim and control obtained in others 
(e.g. with the Bryant and my combine in Britain). How- 
ever the whole l & ~  was upset by the m p h  which 
msqmedbythecri9is. Bymeansbftheseqmatiomit 
was intended to cat out the competition being put up 
by Soviet-made matches, cheap and of pod quality. 
Acmrdhg to HiIfeding this mmeasure was of 
a&rxidnature: 
" The internatid orpisation of industry, he declared 
as remtat ive  of the S o d k t  Party in the Rei,cb@, 
undoubtedly qmsented a great advance, aud whoever 
made such orgadsatim 'ble were Marrdsts in their 
deed." ( V d ,  ~ J a ~ r d ,  1929.) 
2. IMFERIALIST ANTAGONISMS 
Iti!3inthisnlleof~hancialoligarchywhichthe 
S o c i a l - m t s  hold up ss the begimiq of a peacefnl 
and o@d development of world c s ~ ~ ,  ss a 
" Matrdan act " of that same hmcmligamhy. 
At fmt glance it might seem as if the competitive 
straggleandthechaosofca~tecon~~ym~beless- 
medbytheformaticm of interna~monopo1y organ- 
htiw and the d h h h  of the uwld's murkets among 
these ~~ A clorser ewYnination of the matter, 
h v m x ,  ~ W s ~ h o w ~ c a l  any sudmsmmptimis. 
It is cdabdy true that the monopoly bodies have 
made a b g b b g  witb the ec~~~omic partitiming of the 
world market. AchalIy, the sole foundation for such 
padtioning is, s,da appitalism, the conektimship of 
fm as between the monopoly organisations Qhting 
each o w ,  Every w e n t  reached i s  &e result of a 
longdram, bitter drug& and as such M the 
relation of form which has worked its& Oltt in the 
course of that shggle. The law of unequal develop 
m a t  is, however, peculk to capitalism, partiduly 
in its monopolist stage. 
" The law of inqudity of development in the peaid of 
imperiatism signifites dewlopent by h p s  and b d s  in
some countries as 
~ w u n t r i e s b y  
redivisims of an &edy dividd wwEd by means of military 
d c t s  and catasho@c wars, the d e @ ~  and sharpen- 
ing of disputes wiW the inner camp of impiakm." 
(stalin, Tk O & b s W  Bloc a d  Qudms 01th R m W  
tn U.S.S. R., German edition, xga7, p. 202.) 
This means that the relatian of forces between the 
monopoly &tima again changes with extreme 
rapidity and the allmted quotas set yesterday no 
longer corresp~nd today to the real balance of power 
them. The only too certain conquence is a 
struggle for a fresh re-divisiion of the world, for a com- 
memurate share in the total sutplns d u e .  
The monopoly bodies of the capitalists do their 
utmost to continue their hold over the share they have 
once gained with so much struggle, to maintain their 
monopolist's right to the exploitation of markets already 
won, to protect themsehtes from being ousted by econ* 
mically more powerful competitors, and to extend their 
own spheres of Muence at every @bIe opportunity. 
It is to be seen, then, that the same reasons of 
capitalist development which lead to  the economic par- 
titioning of the world among the monopoly organha- 
tions render, simdtaneously, a new divisim inevitable. 
We have here revealed, too, the utter sensehmess of 
the standpoint of bourgeois and W-Democratic 
apologists when they matend that the sbengthenhg of 
internatimal ti= and the. formation of cartels will pro- 
mote a strengthening of p d a l  tenden* within 
apitakm. 
" Ibmetically this o 'cm is absurd, while in practice 
itisawphismanda && defcpce of the mrst oppor- 
tunism. . . . Thefortns of thestmg-gle can change, and do 
change comhtly, base of variaas relatively tmporarg 
and special catrses, but the c s s m  of the struggle, its chsa 
d, CICSM~ change white classesexist." (a,pp. fl, w.) 
The international settlements q h e e d  by mano- 
p l y  bodi- are of a provisional nature and do not 
connote the w t i m  of hostilities betwem them. They 
are only one of the forms acquired by a struggle which is 
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h d t o e x p l o d e i a t o a a o p e n c b s h a t a ~ s t a g e  
of d e v d ~ t .  
ff ca 'talist monopolies within individual i m e  
cam & are by their nature (as ~~ of 
mawply and m m p t i ~ i m  
rnmqmlia can be still less so. rmt# the shggle waged by 
the internatid manopolies +t each other fighting 
methods may b employed whoee use d m  not come 
into qaestian at aII in the case of the struggle fonght 
between m(~10polies m the one and the same country ; 
namely, force of -war. The StmggIe of monopolies 
far the economic dividing of the world change directly 
into the straggle of the impmidst States for the 
terrikmiaI division of the world 
' W h ~ b ~ ~ f m t h q ~ ~ d t h p d a m o n g t h e  
Iwnopot aWnw hcwhble and why w t h s  stm& not be 
arddadby means of agrwmeab among themsslvea ? 
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capitdid dmdqment, the sharper the strtlggle for 
mums of raw material. By their very nature the 
W q d y  O q p i B t i c w s  of eapitaI must shive toward 
?umopoly m o m  of sqwces of raw mat&, which 
IS best effected by getting p s s d o n  of the cmxnlies 
pncemed. 
(Leh ,  P. &/.) 
Coloaies do mow. thb a~nn. the mapoly z- 
t h t s o f m ~ o f r a w m a t e r i d s ;  theyah  
them with markets. FWQ, the export of capital most 
emphatically demands the q u e s t  of &e%, since 
~ ~ i s a  forthe mod advantageow 
2. WARS TO REDIVIDE TIZE WORU3 
The e p h  of monapoly capitalism, the epoch of 
hprhkm, is nat iadhted by the fact simply that a 
~ i s b e h g w a g d f o r t h e ~ ~ a o f t h e w m l d , b u t  
bythefactthat#b#a&Xkirrg0ftkdw~is&eadY 
Jpcishd, that them are no hqm m y  " free '* tenit& ' 
not in -.of the imperibllint. m b b .  TI& 
rendera afresh divigdm of the world neoessafy. Hence 
arises the inevitability of h p d a l i d  waxs whch are the 
d y  means to olrtaia sach a dv i im .  
" T h e i m ~ n e e d w a r b e c a a s e i t i s t h e o n l y ~  
of dividing up the d d  afresh, divi up anew the mar- 
kets, -of raw material and 
invesmmt: IS*. POW 
Coagrws o/ ih ' R ~ H  ~omttmt& party; Lmkisas, vol. & 
htematid PubliaheIs, Modem Books.) 
Under monopoly capi- the world market 
has been shared out among the big@& maopo@ ~~ of capital and the fmhmntal ~~~ltra&- 
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t i r n s o f a p W h ~ a c h o t h e r a n r ~ d  
d d ~ o n n f l E c t , ~ l o c a l m i l i f q l p ~  
~ ~ t o b r e a k o u t i P f O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I d ~ ~ ~ -  
It~~adlawaroftbisIdnderactlywhicIrMtoa 
general &vision of the world which we had in a,. 
hprhlht war of xgq-x8. 
as dr&y stated, Geanan imprinlien &d tha- 
intamatbad ~ t i v e l y  W e  The OW 
itllperisrlist mbh3, Britain hd ammg than, had 
M y  Iaidbldof thebdkof thecohiallands. TI& 
d t n t e d a n  injmryto Gemm hpemkm . . 'ar intemb 
The -yrapiddedopmt of G e r m a n p  
war imp&akn rendered the problem p a h d a d y  
~ a a d ~ t a s f a r a i t w a s c o n c e r n e d .  Theonly 
way mt was war. The WmId War was inhded to 
~ a b o u t a ~ m o f t h s w o r M i n f a v o m d p n  
i n j d "  Gemany and thus hhbxy'a "in- 
justice!' 
o n t h e * h a o d , B ~ ~ a n d i C s a n i t s  
which had blundered into the bbnd alley a n p e d  of 
the anhgmhm of mW& p b e d  by lBritish 
i m ~ i W ~ ~ u p r s g o t i n a r t t h e c s o r a r -  
p e t i t I o m d t h e i r ~ T i ~ a t ~ ~ s B e p # d g o t  
&y for war. The w w  was thas an mtavdable and 
' 
n e c g s a a y ~ o f ~ , a ~ ~ o f t h e  
~ o p o ~ ~ e r o f c a p i ~ , ~ a s d ~  
t h a t o f t h e ~ F ~ d t i o n .  Thewarwasbegaa 
~ a s o t w a r f o r ~ r t b  
  the^^ 
States. 
ThewWtoGennany'sdefeatandbthebdM 
udmiEa. T h e V ~ P e a c e b d f h i r s ~ * m  
ppes. ~ y ~ t h e ~ d ~ h & r ~  
w W  were &axed Britain, Fw~nee, and 
,fa addition, she lost comslderable areas in Ewop it?&. . 
(75,300 sflura -1, with a @ of 
smmso mw m a h i d .  On t h e t m i t q o f d W ~ ; !  
been A-Hmgq there a n e  into 
n ~ r m h r o b § t a t a w h i c h a ~ e t o a ~ ~ o t ~  
mere m d s  of the ~ - n a ~ ,  m o ~ e  
France., I - 
TIM most hprmlt ~~ oa am--' 
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proletah mhtion in Rua& which & up the 
dictatorship of the pmhtdat and b e d  the peopb 
~ y o p p m s e d b y t & s m a n d t h e b o ~ ~  
Thm fteed people came together to folrm the Union of 
%&&st Soviet Repub-. Uver part of the forme 
Rustxian Empire-in Poland, Finland, Lith-, md 
Iatvia-the burgeois counkwemhtion was suwmG 
fuI, thanb to the int-th of the Wept-Empm 
impriaEd States and the badmy of the So&- 
D e m w  in -t h e p h t d m  slewlwtion them 
a n d ~ t a ~ t h e d i c t a ~ o f t h e ~ .  
3. TEIE =ACE OF worn  WAR 
The d v h i 0 1 1  of the w d d  to the war led did 
not, none the less, sohe the ambdkt i~~is of imperial- 
i s m b n t d y ~ a c e d t h e m a a n ~ s d e  
a n d ~ t d t h e ~ ~ ~ f a t h e ~ f o r  
the nertt redivision of the war which is W y  M y  
forcingl its attention 
The dedopmemt rd ' . . after the war 
led to a new relation of f w e t h e  h p r i a M  
State. In qxcid, the -of the United States 
WRS greatly i n d  The divkim of the world as 
dated by the V e d h  T w  and the other peace 
~ ~ n 0 ~ ~ d s ~ t h e W ~ ~ o f  
foras -9. That division is " aat of date," wherefore 
a new divish is ESSX~IM to that end motha 
world war. The thunder of the hea* and the mttk of 
the machin~gum on the Mdsd Manchuria at the very 
borders of the Soviet Union, is, in tssewe, the a d l e q  
~ ~ t h e ~ , s o t o ~ y , t o a n n e w w o f I d w a r , a  
warforare-partithningofthewmld,forthesmaabing 
of the Soviet Union. 
W e s h a r r l d n o t ~ ~ t o b e m i s l e d b g t h t  
hct that Japanese im@dimn*s war am C h b ,  whichh 
being supported by F d  hpmhhm,  and to a m- 
siderablk extat by British ' . . &lo, is being 
waged to the acOOmpyhg b= produced by 
the Genwa p a m  pmmotem The D ent Gm- 
f f e r e n c e & r d s a n ~ ~ t ~ f a f i e ~  
of w d  im-. Bebind the m o k m  of h e  
?A 
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t i o m d t h e f n t a r e w d d l ~ a r a n d ~ a m r f a . t b e  
. mdkhionof theworld-furwiththeshteof Wmgs 
mated by the kst w a M  war'neithea the wm 
b n o r t h e m q u e r o r s m ~ ~ .   an^^ Britain and the U.S.A.; betwema Germany and dm conqueror-Stata, behem the U S A .  and J a p ,  
Fmxe, Britain and Italy1 farm. a b t  which, as l a g  as 
cap i~ex is ts ,carn~mt  t h e - a w o r d a f w ~ .  
C u d e  Stalin is right, in myhg that : 
" T a d a y n o a a e o f t h e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & f d 8 ~ l y  
hgmwiththedd W b c r t i a n o f ~ o f ~ d  
&mb. T h e g s e e t h a t t h e * a f ~ b s s ~  
d ~ ~ d h @ y ~ ~ ~ o f ~ w m a ~ *  
s+ms of duence, etc,, must be divided ah&." (Stab, 
P. 16.1 
4. MILITARISM 
The inevita- vf war lmdea hpmahm . . malfe$* 
~ * , h r a n e n a n n ~ ~ i n ? m d ~ d ~  
m m c s  ltnd of the eqxnd ike  hv0M an wtl 
I D  h e a d h e .  The growth of military eqbdbm by the 
f i v e & t e s t ~ ~ t & ~ E ' u m p i l m ~ M ~  
grearsob*-*a-ofa-* 
C e n h l r i e S i s t a B e ~ h * ~ ~ :  
A w  B& d ruW& (m ffw &m. 
=- =- (E3 m '-yay 
1 - M  T 
m-1 
Germany =5 3- 3-40 673.5 +rW 
~ r e a t ~ r l t a h  am 370 +39.5 534.3 + 61 
France 343 @ + 4 4- + 30 
ItalyY xao q o  3 . 8 - 3 .  sog + b  
Rtrssla aqg 3 4  4 - 8  530'74-73 
Sbte Bidget: m i l i t a r g r ~ d h m  pw~mag" 
awuteiy, but a b  ~~. a ..,f 
rwem--a--we-. ,  - *. L>Z!dm - 
60 
From r g g  to 19x2 tsarist R d s  diw -dl- 
tareinaxmdby 56percent. Tbisitem'sslxminthe 
hdgetmsefromr8percent.in1 to23peraent.h 
1 g z s a n d t o ~ 8 p e r ~ t . i n r g ~  peseethesamething 
in tlae of France, where the army and,navy d- 
ma- me from 1,3oo,ooo,ooo f r a n ~  in 1910 to 
~,~~o,m,m francs m rgq. Thi r  shm m the Budget 
thus m e  from 32 per cent. to 38 FEX cat. In Britain 
much the same thing has happened. 
In Germany p b k  ap~- to the 
Budget as publish- the army, navy and the 
kW&y for Defence swelled 458,500,ci~o marks in rgq 
to 750,m,m marh in x93r- h x930 the total cask of 
Germsny's axmanlent$ policy ran to 1,215,600,000 
mh, representing 4 06 p r  mt. of the entire Budget. 
Such an inmedi'ble in- in military e ~ p e n d i m  
liBS861aheavgbardenintEteformofWeson*e 
ahoddem of the working c k s  and the broad labouxhg 
masaesandleadstoanexh~ezrpansionofthe 
Public Debt. 
From rgoa to g r r  -fa Public Debt mounted 
from xq,~oo,m,ooo to ao,qm,oo~,oo~ marks, ie. by 
mom than 6,m,m0,000 mark The State Debt 
(Gemmnfs Public Debt was made up of federal debt 
and the debt d the individd States going to make up 
the Germ.  Empire), m e  from z ~ , ~ , ~  in 
x p a  to &8m,ooo,ooo mmlu~ h IgIr. In the other 
i m p k b t  muitrim exactly the aame thing was to be 
o h d  
Thm fqum faif, neverthekg to give a adkht  
i d e a o f t h e a c t a a l i n ~ i n ~ t s .  Thedrace 
in armaments o&med in the period from 19x0 to xgy,  
the period* that is, of immediste p t i m  for the 
imperiaiist war. But thm Qpm do show the organic 
connwtim behm modem ~~ and the im 
perialist Wormation of mpitabn. 
Since 19x4 militarism moIlen enmusly. The 
five. conquaring nations of the world war: France* 
Britain, the U.S.A., Italy, and J~LF, had together in 
~ 9 x 4  the figure of $r,r8a,ooo,ooo spent on their joist 
d - a t e 8 ,  this @UeChUI@gt0 $2,324,000,000 
in 1930. 
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POmw ECONOMY 
ous gasa SidarIy, P W  g i w  employment at the 
pment time to about 40,000 w o r k  
I T h e ~ t s i n d u s t r y i s a ~ ~ p l e o f t h e  
' mompolistic -tion of capital and *e Man of 
indushialwithbmhgcapital. ItisintbisWdof 
natianst economy that the domtdhg of the 
with tbe heads of the machinery of State k 2r2Lm- 
~omiogbacktothekropp~onoamors,Weleam * 
thatontheeveofthewarrepmmtati~of such big 
C ; a m a n ~ a s t h e D h k o n ~ ,  the Drek 
denBmk,andotherssatanthe~. Ithasalsobeen 
Wabkhed beyond dispute that the big &axeholders of 
thisfiminchtded WiIhdmII, t h e w o f  Bulgaria, d 
a number of &ex Balkan paiaces. 
It will be. readily u n d d  that gwsmmnt orders 
~ 8 & t h e ~ d s o f t h e s e ~ ~ t ~ ~ 0 ~ b f O w a r  
and that the industry emrM a &I& Mumce over 
poMc9. T h i ! j i a f l ~ % u a s d i r e c t e d t o ~ ~ -  
hg mmmmts and provoking military d e b .  Either 
way such ac th  fitted m with the intemts of the 
a m w d  and maowned kings of h m m  capital. 
We may here cite a few fads which bear witness to 
t h e ~ m w h i c h , a n d w i t h w l m t m e a n s , t h e w a r  
mdwtridsb Mue~ced the polida of theaBii Powem 
In 19x3 -1 Uebhcht made hid famous speech ham 
t h e i ? w r s f t h e R ~ i n ~ ~ t h e K r u p p  
rmmitionwotb. =*-had-its 
Patls -Cative-with 8 view to &g the 
Govment  to piace ~ ~ t a p u ~  astatemat 
to the effect .that &e F d  Gmemmmt htended to 
e q m i p i t s ~ ~ d o a b l a t h e ~ b e r o f m a c h i n e - .  
g m s  apr#oved m the tm~htive &hates. 
In the a e  way in Britain, dmdddm of the trast 
which had brought thewholeofthewar 
i n d q  under its Harcod, Minister 
fortheColm&sintheGovermnentofthetime,H~b 
h u e ,  P a h a s t e r ~ e r a l ,  and other members of the - Gmmmemt. This same ~~ organidapmic 
f o r t h e ~ p w p e a f m s h g i ~ ~ d s t o d s e .  
It was due to the g d c  of xgog that the k m h m g  
Gmpmy,whichwasamembehofthesaidtrast,was 
\?I$ 
mmALmi - ! 9 
able to  p& its dividends op by 8a pz.& 
d o h g t h e m b y t h e h t o t h e ~ t d & ~  
W&ls in high w m t  service m in **pw 
t thistrust. A r a t m g t h e A F m s t r a n g ~ ~ ~  60 members of the nobility, 20 army oEmss of Id& 
rank, 8 M.R.,  8 j 
Knights-Corn- of varions Orders. 
Themsuf&istrustdmehaplainmampleaf.tbe 
wap the a c i d  oligarchy and the d State 
neatly interlock. Sinoe the war this h a  lmm 
pnwwedingawl 
' c  
6. THB ~ C E  M ~ N T Q  h ~ l ~  wb6t 
T h e ~ o u s ~ o f t h e ~ e r y o f p r o d t # F  
tion sit the d c e  of the armaments industrg and: tb 
incnwd H t m e  on army and navy imply a 
f e v e r i s h r a c e i n ~ t s o n k m d a n d s e a a s w d l ~ o  
and neither battldps nor submahm w 
in the whaling inti*. War k the 
of the in amam€mts. mitdm 
ofmu: i t i s the@ct~yof the  
kmmibble antagdiw of i m p d d h u  and a mans 
fortheir"solutb"onanhpdd&bdS. empart 
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&,~~O,-~OOO @d. Hamq Fhk pats the dtact State 
at ~4,000,000,um goId. The world war 
=dahnosttentima,asmnchasdidthewars 
togetherthathaveewrtahnphmthe "T2L Hod 1793 to 1905, whase total met is w at 
&,~50*-,000*l 
T h ~ @ m g i v e s o m e m d i a t h o f t h e ~ o n  
which the war was waged and its mmquenm for 
h ~ s o c i e t y *  wh8tthewarbmaghtmankindms 
iuaemihbh? stdmng, 8n hmediiIe * t ion ob 
productive force* and an intolerable bnrdm for d 
@eratiom to come. Its ammmced d t  was the 
impriakt Tmty of V e r d h  which dected a 
~ o n o f t h e w o r l d ~ m a c c m b c e w i t h t h e n e w  
mh&n of forces. 
" Continents ste no langer d d € y  and politically 
Isolated. Thm axe mmtties 
cmtbnt There are not many ?tOmmstbnnonc neig bm m in Eorope with- 
aPrt serious Mtor ia l  a- to settle. Can we be sare 
that th&w &&enc~ wil l  not be thrown into the melting- 
pat, if a single osre of the Enropean States shdd be 
drqpdintowar?" (M.Li*aSpeechatthethe- 
ment Cmkmce, Febmaxy rxth, 1932. See The S M s  
Fig& fw D h w ~ m m t ,  Martin Lawram? Ltd, p. 13.) 
The.vtxaaib %@ did not do away wi th  the con- 
tr&didhs of i m p d l b ,  ratl~t~w did it teproduce them 
on a wider smile. The aptqdms boTn of the Ver- 
a d b k @ o r w M h a v e m t l  ~ m t o f t h e  
workingafibtamamn dJ driving m- 
ci~%~tion on towards a new im- war for a E!- 
Man of the world' 
w-  
Our next h a m  is devoted to a comprehedm 
M p t i o n  dim r""" asthelaststageofc8piMhm and a dtkim o the theories apposing that view, 
1 Tb Smwt I-d, UD.C. L w h .  
n I n ~ ~ w s h a ~ ~ t l m ~  ' 
bohoa.ths-u*ud-*-=e3 
b ~ w i t h i n I a r r a r # l X T X i a ~ w i t h t h a g s o s l a l ~ o f  
-m- 
M A R X I S T  
STUDY COURSES 
A aeries of systimatic study rourses, suitable fm iadmrdual 
. . 
study or c l a ~  work, d Zesson iswred in pamphk foam. The 
coumea am: 
I. POLXTICAL ECONOMY 
Elements of Marxian economic& ( 1 2 legsons) 
2. HISTORY OF THE WORKING CLASS 
The working class mouement in the main centm 
of impecdist pourer (6 lebtons) 
Two a d d i t i d  c o w ,  B d d h g  Soci.ILm and =*dad 
~~, a m  being plauued in this dm. 
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